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Leading the Way

t's hard to believe that the year of the Architect as Leader has come

to an  end.  As we began the year,  we were optimistic that the eco-

nomic  recovery would  be strong,  But while the economy improves,

its  pace  is  glacial  and  continues  to  be  of concern.  Meanwhile,  the

AIA  New  York  Chapter  has  considerably  strengthened  its  govern-

ment advocacy efforts, with a major initiative to affect Charter Beform

to  improve  the  development  process,  Our  proposal  to  establish  a

Buildings Commission  caused the Charter Commission to report that

the issue requires further detailed study.  It also resonated with Deputy

Mayor Stephen Goldsmith, who has invited us to join his task force to

streamline  government  processes.  We  also  advocated  at  the  state

level for design  liability reform  and  smart growth  initiatives,  and  at the

federal  level for increased tax  incentives for energy-efficient  buildings,

and funding for the greening of our schools.

Our  Center for Architecture  has  delivered  hundreds  of  programs

and 20 exhibitions, culminating in "Innovate:  Integrate -Building Better

Together," which explored the architect's leadership role in both design

and  construction.  The exhibition's  highlight was the  Liquid Wall,  a full-

size  curtain-wall  prototype  that  integrated  energy-efficient  principles.

This prototype was a first for the Center, and we hope not the last exhi-

bition  that will  feature the  partnership  of architects,  contractors,  and

higher-education  research organizations to demonstrate experimental

design and construction technologies,

Architecture Week was another smashing  success,  from  packed

symposiums to  a very successful  Heritage  Ball,  where  1,loo  people

gathered  at Chelsea Piers to celebrate leadership.  We also launched
"MADE IN  NEW YOBK," a public exhibition of member work that took

over the West 4th Street subway station.

There were many other initiatives in 2010. We launched Architects

Fast Track Leadership, a professional development series spearhead-

ed  by Mark Behm, Assoc, AIA. While it targets our young profession-

als,  it  has  also  attracted  a  mature  audience.  AIA  National's  call  for a

2030  Commitment  to  reduce  greenhouse  gases  was  promoted  in

New York City with public programs, tours, and training sessions. My com-

mitment to  build  One AIA  in  the  city  made  progress,  and  all  five  bor-

ough Chapter presidents have been meeting and collaborating on city-

wide issues.

Many thanks to the  Chapter staff,  who  have  been  a joy to  work

with, and to the 2010 Board members, who have served admirably. I'd

also  like  to  thank the  hundreds  of volunteers  who  made  these  pro-

grams and other Chapter initiatives  in 2010 so successful.  I'm  happy
to pass the gavel to Margaret Castillo, AIA,  LEED AP.  Margaret hasn't

just  spent this  year as  President-elect  learning  the job,  but  has truly
been a partner,  leading the Chapter's efforts in sustainable design and

international  outreach.  I  look forward to assisting  her in  2011 !

Anthony  P.  Schjrripa,  FAIA,  llDA

2010  President,  AIA  New York Chapter

First Words
ELetters from Lr\Aro Presidents

IThe Next Steps
FTowairds Sustainab

would  like to thank Tony for his

remarkable  year  of  leadership

in  strengthening  AIANY,  which

is   particularly   notable   in   the

economic  downturn.  My  goal  is

to   continue   supporting   archi-

tects  to  lead,  especially  in  deal-

ing  with  the  environmental  chal-

lenges we face,
ln  2008,  for the  first time  in

history,    more   than    half   the

world's     population     lived     in

cities,   lt   is   estimated   that   by

Margaret O'Donoghue Castillo, AIA,
LEED AP, and Anthony P. Schirripa,
FAIA,  IIDA

2030,  60°/o  of us will  be in urban environments.  Never has it been more

important  for  architects,   engineers,   landscape  architects,   and   urban

planners to collaborate and address the issues of urban infrastructure.  It
is critical that we look at our natural resources and the built environment

in  terms  of  economic,  environmental,  and  social  health  -  and  that  we

use our resources wisely,  It is incumbent upon architects to become the

agents of change, and address the fact that so much of our energy con-

sumption  is  attributed to  cities and  the  buildings within them.  For these

reasons I have selected the theme,  "Design for a Change."

ln  2011   we  will  continue  our  collaboration  with  UN-HABITAT  and

the  UN  Consortium for Sustainable  Urbanization,  and  bring global  rep-

resentatives to New York to share best practices and innovative ideas.

In    the    spring    we   will    host   the    exhibition,    "Jugaad    Urbanism:

Besourceful  Strategies  for  Indian  Cities,"  featuring  home-grown  solu-

tions and design interventions for daily life in  lndia's population centers.

A  series  of  lectures  will  address  planning,  informal  settlements,  soci-

etal  change,  and  the  role  of  design  in  Indian  cities,  and  bring  New

York's  design   community  a  new  perspective  on   "think  globally,   act

locally."

Meanwhile,   AIANY's   own   Committee   on   the   Environment   and

Building  Codes  Committee  will  continue  to  produce  continuing  educa-

tion  programs  on  how to  design  and  build  with  more  energy efficiency,

ln  October 2011,  the year's theme will  culminate with  a major exhibition

on buildings and energy. We must change the way we design,  because

it  is through  design that we  can  change the way our buildings are  built

and how they perform.  Design matters -for the Vitruvian reasons of firm-

ness,  commodity,  and  delight - but  also  because our society's  healthy

future is contingent on responsible growth.

Margaret  O'Donoghue  Castillo,  AIA.  LEED  AP

2011   President,  AIA  New  York  Chapter



February 4, 5 pM -Submission Deadline
March 1, 6 pM -Winners Announced at Design Awards Jury Symposium

April 12 -Design Awards Luncheon at Cipriani, Wall Street
April 14, 6 PM -Design Awards-Exhibition Opening

For submission instructions and additional information, visit

A]ANY.ORfi/AWARDS



Hello, Vvorld!

And what a world.  Depending on who's talking, we are/aren't coming out from under
a  major  recession.  We  are/aren't  taking  climate  change  and  energy  independence
seriously. We are/aren't paying enough attention to our built and natural environments

to support a burgeoning population. The list goes on and on. The only thing that's clear,  now

more than ever,  is that "we" no longer means just "us" within our own  borders.
Today,  what happens in  Las Vegas doesn't stay in  Las Vegas -or Shanghai  or Mumbai

or Sydney or New York City.  Not that it ever really did - it's just easier to get to  "there" from
"here," sometimes without ever having to actually leave home.

The  last time OcLj/Ljs  explored  NYC  architects  on the  international  scene was  Fall  2003

with "New York as Global City." The focus was on their processes,  challenges,  and rewards.
Now we're taking a much broader view. As James P. Cramer,  Hon. AIA,  Hon.  IIDA, and Jane

Gaboury point out in the Opener,  "...firms taking a global tack in  business development...will

be  moving  into  the  front  seats  of  our  industry."  Cramer  and  Gaboury  back  this  up  with
astounding statistics regarding  projected non-U.S.  billings for 2010,  along with seven trends

that "offer some strategic assistance" any firms already working or considering work abroad
might want to take to heart.

For the Big Picture, we examine one of the most significant global trends:  how cities learn

from each other, exchanging and adapting strategies -and architectural and planning talent
-to  make our buildings,  public spaces,  and  infrastructure  better.  With  business challenges

A Word from the Editor

Editor= Long distance, please

galore,  London-based Lucy Bullivant,  Hon.  FF}lBA, offers a timely look at how other countries
recognize the economic value of architectural services and support them as a valued export.  (Architecture,  after all,  doesn't
need  a passport.)  By contrast,  the U.S.  does so  little.  Two features tackle what it takes for large and small firms to survive
and thrive in the international market; another looks at the changing face of outsourcing. As case studies, we offer two NYC
firms' very different paths to winning  infrastructure projects in China and  India,  and another two making very different head-
way in Africa.  Still  others are lending their skills (and  hearts) to  humanitarian  projects abroad.

Our regular departments are also internationally flavored.  "So Says" catches a minute with Craig Dykers, AIA,  LEED AP, co-

founder of Oslo- and NYC-based Sn®hetta, to talk about the differences between working here, there,  and every\/\/here.  "One
Block Over" visits Flushing,  Queens,  a m6lange of immigrant cultures that seems to thrive on chaos.  "64-Year Watch"  revisits

the unprecedented international collaboration that went into building the United Nations headquarters.  "Good Practices" offers
Episode  8  of  "Chronicles  of  Life  in  the  Profession,"  highlighting  Three  Existential  Crises.  "ln  Print+"  gives four thumbs-ups to

tomes by Kamin, Gatje, Clausen, and Sanderson that are, respectively, "vivid," "delicious," "highly relevant," and "rare and mag-

ical." And "click Here" scopes out Citiscope.org,  spearheaded by noted journalist Neal  Peirce (one of the best at reporting on
and analyzing urban issues) to "increase attention to world cities' dramatic 21 st century needs -and potentials."

Internationalized practice certainly offers pitfalls with its opportunities,  but also reasons for optimism -even if we still have

a ways to go before we truly are a small world after all.
An  important housekeeping note:  I am very pleased to announce that AIANY and the Oculus Committee have selected

Naylor as the new publisher of OcL;/us and e-Oculus. With  its 40+ years of experience supporting the media needs of trade
and  professional  associations,  we  look forward  to  a  long  and  mutually  rewarding  collaboration.  Beginning  with  this  issue,

you'Il  see some changes  in the magazine this year -including  (drum  roll,  please!)  a fully interactive digital  edition!

Kristen  Pichards,  Hon.  ASLA
kristen@ArchNewsNow.com

Correction:  ln OcL//Ljs Fall 2010, the design of the Peter Jay Sharp Boathouse pictured on pg. 26 should ha\/e been creditecj to Armarid LeGardeur Architect

as well  as to  F3obert A.M.  Stern Architects.
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Heritage Ball 2010

Heritage Ball 2010 honored the Clihtoh climate Initiative: A project of the William J[ Clihtoh Fouhdatioh; Vicki
Match Sun`a, AIA, New York University Lahgohe Medical Center; Henry Cobb, FAIA, Founding Partner, Pei Cobb
Freed  &  Part:hers  Arehitects;  and  the  ZOO  West  Street  Project  Team  (IIr)=  2010  Center  1:or  Arehitecture
Foundation President Jean Parker Phifer, FAIA; 2010 AIANY President Tony Schjrripa,  FAIA,  lIDA; Arab Schurr

(Clinton Climate Initiative); Suna; Cobb; and Timur Galen (ZOO West Street Project Team)I

MADE  IN  NEW YORK was  on  view  in  the  West  4th
Street subway station 1:or the month ol: October. The
show featured recent projects located the world over
designed by AIAI\IY members.

Center for Arehitecture

Partyerhecenter kept the cheer
of  Heritage  Ball  going  late  into
the  night.  Almost  700  revelers
danced  the  night  away  at  the
Center  for  Arehitecture   below
the mezzanine-cum-DiJ booth.

Farah     Ahmad     and     Samuel
Mikhail,   students   at   the   City
College of New York Berhard and
Anne       Spitzer       School       of
Arehitecture,   received   scholarl
ships;  CCI\lY was  the  insl:itution
selected  by the  Clinton  Climate
Initial:ive:    A    Program    ol:   the
William   J.   Clinton   Foundation.
Five  students  received  scholar-
ships  on  behalf  ol:  the  Heritage
Ball honorees.
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The   2010   President's   Theme   show,   ``Innovate=
Integrate  I  Building   Better  Together,"  opened   in
October. Sciame Construction built a prototype of the
"Liquid  Wall"  in  the  Center's  doublelheight  space:

(top)  Passersby  looking  at  the  Liquid  Wall;  (above)
Frank Sciame, Hob. AIAI\IY, and Tohy Schirripa, FAIA,
at the exhibition opehihg.

ln September the Center welcomed Danish arehitect
and urban planning visionary Jam Gehl to New York

(I-r): AIANY lkecutive Director Rick Bell, FAIA; AIANY
2010   President   Tohy   Schirripa,   FAIA,   IIDA;   NYC
TTahsporfal:ion  Commissioner  Jahette  Sadik-Khan;
Geh[;   and   City   Planhihg   Chair  Amanda   Burden,
FAICP, Hon. AIA.

Last fall, the Center and  Checkerboard  Films orgal
nized a series of four ``Checkerboard Conversations"
between    leading   architects   and   Arch/.fecfura/
Aecord's   Deputy   Edit:or   Suzanne   S1:ephens.   [n
September she spoke with Ray Kappe, FAIA, 1:ouhder
of   Sol-Arc   and   principal   of   I(appe   Architect:s/
Planners.

For Sukkah City, an internatiohl
al   design   competition,   team
members David Getty, Stephahie
Gunawan,  and  Matthew Jacobs
installed    the    cedar-planked
Shin  Sukkah   in   Union  Square
for  a  weekend,  after  which  it
was   installed   at  the   Cent:er's
Helfand  GalleryB

The deans of 13 area architecture schools participal:-
ed  ih this year's  Deahs'  Roundtable  in  October (I-r)=
Thomas  Hanrahan,  Pratt  ]hstitute,  and  2010  AIAl\lY
Public  Director  for  Educational  Affairs;  Stan  Allen,
AIA,  Princeton  University and  Hanrahan's 2011  suc-
cessor on the AIANY Board; Evah Douglis, Rehsselaer
Polytechnic   Institute;   Ivlark   Robbins,   Syracuse
Universit)p and Brian Carter, Sul\lY at Buffalo.

In October, AIANY traveled to Buffalo for the AIA New York State Cohventioh (I-r): AIANrY7s
lohgtime  Membership  Director  Suzanne  Mecs,   Hen.  AIAI\[YS,  was  given  an   Honorary
Membership;  Burton  Ftoslyn,  FAIA,  received the Matthew W.  DelGaudio Award;  and  Mark
Behm, Assoc. AqA, was selected for the Associates Award. Other AIANY members honored
but  hot  pictured  include=  Leevi  Kiil,  FAIA,  James  W.  Kideney  Gold  Medal;  Stanley Stark,
FAIA, Presideht's Award; FXFOWLE Arehitects, Firm Award; and Kenneth Frampton, Assoc.
AIA, Educators Award.
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FlushingJ Queens:
Thriving On Chaos
Flushing,  Queens,  can be a bit of a shock for first-time visitors.  It

is  a  heaving   pastiche  of  businesses,   restaurants,   and  immi-

grants,  mostly  Asian,  and  is  touted  as  one  of the  city's  most
diverse corners.  Thirty-five  minutes via the  No.  7 subway from  Grand

Central Station,  it is the largest transit hub outside of Manhattan,  with

links  to  the  Long  Island  Bailroad  and  21   New  York  City  bus  routes,

including  one to  LaGuardia Airport.  According  to  Dion  Yu,  executive

director of the Downtown Flushing Transit Hub Business Improvement

District,loo,000  pedestrians  pass  through  the  intersection  of  Main

Street and  Boosevelt Avenue daily.

But the people of that corner of Queens must thrive on such col-

orful urban chaos, because there is a move afoot to add to it. Work is

going ahead on plans for more residential and commercial space, and
additional  parking that will  bring -surprise! -more cars.

Flushing commercial streets like this are a jumble ol: small busihesses
one oh top of the other

Four  projects  expected  to   move  forward   at  this  writing   include

Flushing Commons, a 1.8-million-square-foot mixed-use residential com-

plex  designed  by  Perkins  Eastman  Architects,  a joint  venture  of  F&T
Group and the Bockefeller Group; and another mixed-use project by F&T,

this  one  50,000  square  feet  with  a  Hyatt  Place  Hotel,  designed  by

Margulies  Hoelzli  Architecture.  STUDIO  V Architecture  designed  a  resi-

dential complex that will sit atop what remains of the historic BKO Keith

Theater  (partially  bulldozed  20  years  ago  in  a  fit  of  pique  by  a  former

owner),  as well  as a master plan for the  Flushing  waterfront,  which  will

include cafes,  retail,  entertainment venues,  and  1,700 residential units.

These   sleek,   modern   new   projects   are   reminiscent   of  Queens

Crossing,  a 12-story commercial condo with lower-level retail at the cor-

ner of Main Street and 39th Avenue; Flushing Mall, which opened in 2000

(both  by F&l|;  and Sky View Parc,  a mixed-use complex built by Muss
Development and designed by Perkins Eastman and landscape architect

One Block Over
By Claire Wilson

STUDIO V Arehitecture: a residential complex will sit atop what remains
of the historic RKO Keith Theater

Moss Gilday Group. They all stand in stark contrast to the teeming jum-

ble of primarily low-rise Korean and Chinese jewelry stores,  restaurants,

food shops, herb shops, nail salons, banks, and clothing stores current-

ly there, with nary a vacancy to be found. Even the rafters under the ele-

vated train station function as retail.

Despite concerns about added congestion and stress on infrastructure
-the No. 7 train is already at capacity -these new projects have much to

recommend  them.  They  might  give  Queens  the  "downtown"  it  lacks,

according  to  Michael  Meyer,  president  of  F&T;  the  neighborhood  would

also  be closer to the models of Asian  capitals,  with which the immigrant

population  retains  close ties.  Further,  F&T's  Flushing  Commons will  have

50°/o more parking spaces than the municipal  lot on which it will  be built,

and  more  than  an  acre  of  public  green  space  (the  area's  only  one),

designed by Thomas Balsley Associates.

The F}KO Keith,  designed  by Thomas Lamb in  1928,  is key to the

area's  revitalization,  according  to  Jay  Valgora,  AIA,  AICP,  LEED  AP,

founder and  principal of STUDIO V.  Not only will his design  restore the

lobby that was  not destroyed,  but the  mixed-use  building will  anchor

that end of Main Street the way Ennead Architects'  (formerly Polshek

Partnership) Flushing branch of the Queens Public Library does at the

Kissena Boulevard end.
"lt has been the missing tooth for two decades," Valgora says, "but is

a real opportunity to bring life and vitality to that end of Main Street."

Claire Wilson writes for the Ivew york 77mes.



So Q,ensll.

Craig Dykers, AIA,  LEED AP,  received his Bachelor's in Architecture at

the  University  of Texas  at  Austin  in  1985.  He  co-founded  the  Oslo,

Norway-based   architecture,   landscape,   and   interiors   collaborative

Sn®hetta   with   Kjetil   Traedal   Thorsen   in   1989,   after   its   members

designed  the  competition-winning  entry for the  Alexandria  Library  in

Egypt.  Upon  being  awarded  the  commission  to  design  the  National

September 11  Memorial & Museum Pavilion at the World Trade Center

site in 2004, the firm opened an office in  New York City with  Dykers at

the helm. Trying to catch  him sitting  down  is like trying to catch a falling

leaf in a winter wind.  Chances are he's in the air, somewhere between

his  Oslo  and  New  York  offices,  or just  about  anywhere  else  in  the

world.  OcL;/us  Editor  Kristen  Richards finally connected  with  him  (via e-

mail)  while  he  was  winging   his  way  to   Houston  -  or  was   it  San

Francisco,  where the firm  recently won the competition to design the

expansion  of  the  San  Francisco  Museum  of  Modern  Art?  -  to  talk

about the differences between working here and abroad, and life as a

nomadic architect.

Kristen  F}ichards:  You  had  a  rather  nomadic  childhood  -  one  profile

called  you  an   "Army  brat."  Was  that  experience  influential   in  your

becoming what some might consider a nomadic architect?

Craig  Dykers:   I  was  born  a  military  dependent.  As  soon  as  I  made

friends  in  one  place,  my family  would  move  and  I  would  find  myself

making  new friends and  waiting for the  next  message that  my father

would  be stationed  elsewhere.  For me this was a positive  influence.  I

developed  skills  for  connecting  to  people  in  a  short  period  of time.  I

taught myself how to engage and be empathetic,  My sensitivity to lan-

guage grew more profound. Also,I was raised in Europe and the U.S.,
so my education was broader than if I had been brought up within one

specific cultural  base,

KR What most inspired you to become an architect?

CD

rlraicL
When  we  were  living  in  Darmstadt,  Germany,  where the

German L/uger7cysfy./ developed,  I was fascinated by a small

arts  ghetto there that  had  been  populated  by Olbrich,  Behrens,  and

others.  As  I  grew up,  my family allowed  me to visit a number of cities

in Europe. Simultaneously, there was always an atmosphere of culture

in  my home.  This surely had  an  influence.

I began my university work studying fashion design and business, but

these fields felt too superfcial for me. Later I transferred to pre-med school,

and was counseled to become a medical illustrator due to my skill at draft-

ing and knowledge of science, My father suggested I look into architecture,

as it is a good link between art and science. I have not looked back, but all

of these pursuits have to do with human form and need.

KR Your  1989  competition-winning  design  for  the  Alexandria

Library in Egypt was the result of an international team, and

Sn©hetta came out of that collaboration.  How and why did you settle

on Norway and Sn©hetta?

OD We  were  a  loose  collection  of young  people,  none  over

age 30, all recently out of school, We understood that the

project was too  large for any one of us to  consider alone or within  a
small  group.  This  important  understanding  cultivated  a sense  of col-

laboration and engagement that has stayed with  us to this day.  It is a

different  kind  of ego than  one traditionally finds  in  architecture;  it  is  a

feeling  of being  singular in  the  plural.

KR

OD

What was the impetus to open an office in  New York?

Our office in Oslo was founded within an unusual contextu-

al environment. We had drawn the Alexandria Library com-

petition  in  Los Angeles,  but the  participants  mainly came from  Oslo  or
had ties to Europe. We found that creating a work environment outside

the  ordinary walls that defined  our  lives was  a  useful  stress that  could

help us evaluate our arohitectural interests better.  New York was a way of

doing that again, after being successful for 20 years in Oslo.

KR
•CD

What are the most striking differences between working  in

New York and Oslo?

Many people in Norway have a more relaxed understanding

of design,  and often this promotes more radical  proposals.

ln New York, some colleagues who have been trained in the U.S.  rely on

more aggressive methods of conceiving architecture that involve a great

deal   of  research   and   preemptive   accountability,   meaning   modeling

behavior patterns during the design process.



rlvkers,
KR

CD

What can you do in New York that you can't do elsewhere?

New York is one of the  more  European  cities  in the  U.S.,

and it still manages to concentral:e a wide variety of strong

thinkers both  permanently and in the short-term, This makes locating

here less culturally divergent for a European  practice than,  say,  start-

ing  a  practice  elsewhere  in  the  U.S,  Also,  you  don't  need  a  car,   I

haven't owned one in 20 years.

In  New York it is possible to continually engage with a wide range of

the most interesting and influential people in the world. Some live here and

others just visit; still,  it is tremendously stimulating, This stimulation comes

from all avenues, from the amazing texi driver to the Nobel Prize winner at

dinner.  But with  so  much  stimulation,  it can  be difficult to find  meditative

moments, and you have to work to slow down time,

KR Your  Oslo  office  really  is  a  local  firm.  If  it  becomes  a truly

global  firm,   are  staff  members  "always  the  locals"  -  or
always the foreigners?

CD Because   of   my   upbringing,    I   have   never   completely

embraced the distinction between foreign and local,  I often

say that culture is at its core something  powerful  but also very superfi-

cial.  It is a collection of habits that a larger group identifies with.

Our most basic motivation  is to be local,  rather than  international,

wherever we are. This is why we have gone to extremes to establish

ourselves  in  places we feel we could  have a positive  impact.  We did

not need to establish ourselves in New York; we chose to for the ben-

efit of connecting directly to the place. We have had offices in London

and Cairo, also. We did not disassemble our home in Oslo to come to

New York,  nor do we feel we have to indoctrinate everyone in Norway

to have an authentic office in  New York, without losing our Norwegian

and Scandinavian values.

KR

CE)

Where are the easiest and most difficult places to work?

We had a positive although challenging experience in Egypt.

The clients  respected our opinions and  often  acted on our

suggestions. They respected the design and stayed with it throughout the

long process to create a memorable building at a level they had not seen

in modern times. They simply said,  "We haven't done this before, so let's

work together to make it happen," Often in the West, you find a different

attitude.   Everyone  thinks  they  know  everything  about  everything,  and

everyone wants to tell everyone else what to do.

The U.S.  is very difficult for several reasons,  First, the level of engage-

ment with the design process by people not trained in the profession is very

high, often leaving the work very muddled. We respect the input of a broad

L_Fffirl AFJ
range of people in design and construction of a building. The problem has

more to do with timing and the actual time spent in this mode.  Also, the

U.S. remains heavily burdened by code,  insurance, and safety issues that

segregate design from its natural context, Another issue is that clients tend

to expect more work from architects without paying for it.  Finally,  it is get-

ting  increasingly  difficult  for younger  or  smaller  practices  to  build  due to

ever-increasing regulations limiting the choice of architects.

KR

CD

Are there places you wouldn't accept work?

We  have  had  discussions about working,  for example,  in

Saudi   Arabia.   Bather  than   saying   no,   we   decided   to

engage with these places on our own terms.  In Saudi Arabia we said

we  would  not  work  on  projects  unless  we  were  allowed  to  utilize  a

female project director.  Originally this was not accepted,  but eventual-

ly we won this discussion, and our values have been translated to this

culture. This would not have happened if we just said no. Still we have

our limits;  if we cannot  maintain  our social values we will  say no,

KR

CD

What was  it like when you  got the call that you'd won the

National  September  11  Memorial  & Museum  Pavilion?

We had already been through two enormously critical cul-

tural   projects,   the  Alexandria   Library  and  the   National

Opera in Oslo (the opera had been politically volatile in Norwegian pol-

itics for 150 years  before we began  designing).  This gave us a sense

of calm with  respect to engaging  with the complex  political  world we

knew would follow the commission.  I  believe that we have been suc-

cessful  due  to  our  patience,  openness,  and  positive  outlook  that  a

company with a less diverse background could  not provide.

K R   :: uo ;epcoesn::y tsoajtdh'e"::k::sntoefdpi:cbe: ,:e::na;opjaecxep:i:ktehr:
difference?

CD We put the notion of place before the notion of authorship,

so the  place  becomes the  identifier of the  interaction  and

engagement we seek. This particular saying is more of a sound bite to

get  people  to  talk,  rather  than  a  final  manifesto,  Another  comment  I
made recently was:  "I have never witnessed anyone walk into a building,

drop to his knees, and say,  `What a f*cking great concept!"

Do you  keep track of your frequent-flyer miles?

CD  :::::
I don't keep track,  but we have a giant supercomputer that
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ti.,,J'' clucking their heads and waiting for things to change.  Firms large and small are basing

growth  plans  on  an  international  strategy that  banks  on the  encouraging  investments  being
made in South America, Africa, Asia,  India,  pockets of Europe,  and other emerging outliers.

Besearch   on   changing   marketplaces  and   global   practices   has   been   conducted   by

Desf'gr7/nte///.ger7ce and Greenway Group for more than a decade. What we foresee is that firms

taking a global tack in business development -by actively seeking to export professional ser-

vices -will be moving into the front seats of our industry.

The Multinational Design Firm Fee survey published in the September/October 2010 issue

of Des/'gn/nte//r'gence identified the top 30 U.S.-based firms exporting architecture services. Of

these,14  have  significant  offices  in  New  York  City  and  account  for  a  majority  of  non-U.S,

billings.  Projections made in mid-2010 for year-end billings found that total non~U.S. fees gen-

erated  by the top 30 in 2010 were expected to be more than Sl .5  billion,  with Sl .i  billion of

that  coming  from  firms  with  noteworthy  New  York  City  practices,  For  instance,  Skidmore,

Owings & Merrill anticipated  billing Sl 73 million for work outside the U.S.  and Sl 18  million for

work within.  Kohn Pedersen Fox projected $55 million in foreign fees in addition to $75 million

in  U.S.  fees.  And  Cannon  Design  projected  $45  million  in foreign fees  on top  of S160  million

from  U.S.  work.

While firms of any size can experience success through a global vision, international practice

itself won't ensure success. Seven trends we've identified may offer some strategic assistance:

1.  Global professionals will  experience persistent downward fee pressure.  New commissions

and their resultant contracts often involve newer competitive business models, new structures

in service delivery, new productivity benchmarks, free market economy philosophies, and pre-

vailing  currency valuations.

2. You can become irrelevant overnight. The power of the Internet is awesome,  and some of

it  is  disruptive  to  professional  services.   It's  now  used  in  designer  selection  processes,  for

example. The electronic frontier will trip up firms slow to change.

3, You will be expected to achieve and sustain world-class service levels.  Because global  prac-

tices  must  be  passionate about achieving  superior results,  it's  more  necessary than  ever to

weed out under-performers and set free the sacred cows. Take care of your high performers.

4.  Entrepreneurial  zeal  will  be  rewarded.  There  is  a  definite  chain  of  cause  and  effect  that

extends from  design  entrepreneurship to  bottom-line  success.  Nothing  is  more  inspirational

than the energy of the entrepreneur.

5.  China and Asia are powerful forces driving the global economy,  China has traditionally bor-

rowed many of its ideas from the West,  but this is changing.  Chinese architects have a youth-

ful enthusiasm,  and  U.S.  architects can  learn  much from their vigor and  lack of cynicism.

6.   Global  marketing  success  is  increasingly  dependent  on   relationships,   but  it's  difficult  to

become a trusted advisor in some countries due to anti-American views.  Exporters of profes-

sional services must reevaluate their relationships with clients and reset their sails as necessary.

7.  Seismic shifts will come out of nowhere.  Changes in the A/E/C economy have accelerated

during the recession,  so resilient strategy is  more important than  ever,  Investment  in  innovation

(including  cheaper services for frugal  clients)  is  essential,  Borderless  capital  and  populations
in needy urban environments are wild cards that could trigger enormous shifts.

Constructing  a  successful  global  practice  is  not  easy,  but  as  you'Il  see  throughout  this

issue,  jt's being done well and in exciting ways.  Not only can an international mjndset portend

business success,  it can also help make a positive impact on the global community.

Laii€`s.  =``  t.='siT„=`,:~,  .ii=,:' I  L`Li,  ~t`-;,i:     .,_``17  is founding  editor of Dest'gr7/r7te//;.gerice and  co-chair of

the Design Futures Council.  He is chairman of the Greenway Group,  a foresight management

consultancy.

i Ia{'.a  `=.,`=.;:\J{J:-}f  is  the  editor  and  associate  publisher  of Des/'gr7/r)te//;'gence.  She  is  Greenway

Group's principal for publishing and editorial as well  as a senior consultant.



How Cities
Learn from
Each Other

No  city  is  an  island,  not  even  island  cities.  New York  looks  at
Copenhagen,  Curitiba,  Portland,  and  elsewhere  for  ideas  on

transportation. Asian cities emulate New York's verticality, and in

ln  an  increasingly  networked  worldj
cities  borrow,  lend,  and  adapt
strategies for public  space,  buildings,
and  infrastructure -usually,  though
not always,  for the better
By  Bill  Millard

some  ways  are  now  outstripping  it.  Innovations  in  active  design  are

making  New York a convergence point for public-health and built-envi-

ronment  expertise;  Department  of Health  &  Mental  Hygiene  (DOHMH)

epidemiologist  Karen  Lee,   MD,   MHSc,   FF{CPC,   recently  told  a  UN-

HABITAT audience that the Act/'ve  Des/'gn  Gu/'de//'r)es  are  catching  on

broadly   enough   that   the   Fit   City   series   (organized   by   DOHMH,

Department of Design  +  Construction,  and AIANY)  may go  national  or

even  global.  Cities  worldwide  study  Paris  for  ideas  on  preservation,

potable water, sanitation, urban/suburban linkages, and a bicycle-shar-
ing system. Amsterdam, Botterdam, Hamburg, and Barcelona lead the

way in waterfront renovation while maintaining  maritime industries, The

cities   profiled   in   the   Center   for   Architecture's   recent   "Our   Cities

Ourselves"  exhibition  offer  green  transport  models.   Fast-rising  Seoul

and  Dubai are inconceivable without this global  intellectual  influx.

How  cities  learn from  each  other varies with the  means  of com-

munication, the specific sites involved, and the types of memes being



shared  (building  designs,  urban  plans,  environmental  strategies,  cul-

tural-architectural  connections).  Some  channels  are  institutional:  uni-

versities,  conferences,  the  Consortium for Sustainable  Urbanism,  the

Urban Land Institute, the United Nations' World Urban Forum, the U,S.

Conference of Mayors, the Mayors'  Institute on City Design, and com-

parable  groups.   Firms  spread   memes  globally  by  opening  multiple
offices,  consolidating  into  mega-organizations  like AECOM  and  Aedas,

or launching publishing sidelines, such as Grimshaw's new B/Lte series

and OMA's books and  research group AMO.

Some  forms  of  idea  transfer  depend  on  one  charismatic  figure:

Jan   Gehl   advising   New   York's   Department   of   Transportation   on

human-scaled  spaces and transportation  modes;  Jaime  Lerner mak-

ing Curitiba an  influential transit laboratory.  Concepts leveraging  large-

scale   capital   investments   translate   best   into   environments   where

authority is strong.  Other ideas  migrate through technology adoption,

spreading without any conscious push at all,

Boubleledged swords and two-way traffic
As channels of communication expand and cities recognize the prob-

lems they share, the vector toward greater exchange of ideas appears

irreversible.  Along  with  useful  opportunities,  however,  increased  idea

exchange  carries  the   risk  that  an   international   monoculture,   more

responsive to  business  imperatives than  human  ones,  will  steamroller

the  qualities that  residents  and  visitors  cherish  about  specific  places.
"For decades we have exercised a professional colonialism where we

go to developing nations," says Urs P.  Gauchat,  Hon. AIA,  dean of the
College   of   Architecture   and    Design   at   New   Jersey   Institute   of

Technology.  "Somebody  stays  in  a  hotel  room  for  a  week,  and  tells

them  what they should  be doing - which  is  preposterous,  when  you

think about it.  What do you  know after a week there?  Nothing."

Architects  with  global  experience  agree  that  knowledge  about

urban  systems  is  local  and  scalable.  The  need  to  balance  broad

expertise with local immersion can shape a firm's structure. Grimshaw,

says  NYC-based  Managing  Partner Andrew Whalley,  AIA,  Dipl.  F3lBA,

FBSA,  prefers opening remote offices "rather than just hopping in and

out of London  and doing the odd trophy building." The firm  is  "not an

office with satellites,"  he says,  but "a network of offices with one part-

nership," This distinction  has "allowed  us to get much  more involved  in

a  new  and  growing  area:  cities'  infrastructure...everything  from  flood

mitigation  to  bicycle  racks  to  the first  public toilets  in  New York  in  20

years  to  the  Fulton  Street  transit  hub."  Despite  political  barriers  to
investments   like   those   being   made   in   Asian   cities,   Whalley   sees

today's  New  York  carrying  on  the  European  tradition  of  "recapturing

infrastructure" so that "what made a city a civilization was also a piece

of architecture."

Fast-developing   nations  can   do  appalling  things  with  Western

ideas.  In Paris and Home,  history and architecture are "so sacred they

do a lot to preserve it," says Joan  Blumenfeld,  FAIA,  llDA,  LEED AP,  a

principal  at  Perkins+Will.   Seoul,  in  contrast,  endured  such  wartime

destruction  that  it  essentially  had  no  built  history.  "The  few  buildings

that  still  existed,   like  the  palace  and  grounds,  were  reconstructed

badly,"  she says, The city's efficiency-oriented  revival  imported  gener-

ic  mid-century-Modernist  building  models,   Middle  Eastern  buildings

from  the  1970s,  she finds,  often  dealt well  with  sunlight  and  shading

using local strategies,  but mixed bland Western forms with decorative
"lip-service regionalism." Cairo's blend of weak government, high pop-

ulation,  and heavy automobilization  is anarchic. There are no traffic sig-

nals,  and  "you  don't  have  to  pay  taxes  if  buildings  are  unfinished,"

Blumenfeld  reports,  "so  most  buildings are  left  unfinished,  The chaos

is hard to fathom,"

ln fairness,  Blumenfeld adds,  both Seoul and Cairo have features

the West might usefully adapt. Seoul's urban space has a rural green-

belt  and  little  suburban  sprawl.  Few  Koreans  demand  expanses  of

land for privacy,  resulting  in  compact cities.  Cairo  lacks civic garbage

collection,  but its independent garbage-pickers are more efficient than

industrialized   sanitation   systems.    Becycling   specialists   worldwide

have studied their skills.

As channels of communication expand
and cities recognize the problems they
share, the vector toward greater exchange
of ideas appears irreversible.

Perkins  Eastman  Principal  Theodore  Liebman,  FAIA,  emphasizes

that not all  aspects of urban design that enhance the quality of life are

measurable  or communicable.  Assessing  projects  by profitability alone

underemphasizes   qualitative   features:   whether   housing   harmonizes

with   mores,   whether   public   spaces   accommodate   mixed   uses.

Designing  Iranian  neighborhoods  in  the  '70s,  he  learned  their  lifestyle

required  "getting bread three times a day -not shopping at the super-

market -  because  bread  is  old  in  an  hour."  Most  Muslim  women,  he

observes,  are  more  comfortable  in  spaces  offering  shelter,  not  expo-

sure,  and  in  homes where adjacent buildings don't overlook one's gar-

den.  American  housing  and  commercial  forms  can  clash  with  other

cultures'   expectations   about   privacy,   cuisine,   or   intergenerational

closeness. They are the world's most exported models,  Liebman finds,

but "they may be the least appropriate to borrow from culturally."

For those convinced the U.S.  has every-
thing to teach and  nothing to learn,  it can
be humbling to encounter Mongolia's
solar collectors and 97°/o  literacy rate.

Two-way idea traffic is now the norm, notes Lance Jay Brown, FAIA,

DPACSA,  a  professor  at  the  School  of Architecture  at  CONY/CUNY,

whose eponymous architecture and  urban  design  practice does  inter-

national work. For those convinced the U.S. has everything to teach and

nothing to  learn,  it can  be humbling to encounter Mongolia's solar col-

lectors and 97°/o literacy rate, or a French rail map that "shows you how

in 20 years you'll be able to go anywhere in France in half the time at half

the cost,"  he says. A board member of the Consortium for Sustainable

Urbanization,  Brown adds that "things change so quickly that,  given an

accelerated rate of change, you have to incorporate accelerated learning

as well." This  includes  "leapfrogging what  is going  on  at the  moment,"

as when cities upgrading their transport systems choose bus rapid tran-

sit over costly tunnel-drilling  projects.



Game-changing Catalysts
The global spotlight can  inspire these rapid  leaps. An Olympics, World

Cup,   or  World's  Fair  offers  its  host  nation  a  prominent  stage.  The

International Olympic Committee now requires bidding cities to plan for

quality-of-life improvements;  this  process can focus  plans  even when
a  bid  fails  (New  York's  effort  for  2012  led  to  PlaNYC,  notes  Ernest

Hutton,  FAICP, Assoc. AIA, co-chair of New York New Visions). At UN-

HABITAT's October conference Better City,  Better Life,  representatives

of   London   and   Bio   de   Janeiro   discussed   how   their   respective

Olympics  (2012  and  2016)  should  spark  urban  regeneration:  London

will  reclaim  brownfields  in  transit-rich  but  blighted  Stratford  for  2012,

according  to  Buro  Happold  engineer  and  Principal  Andrew  Comer,

and   Bio's  municipal  designer  Washington   Fajardo  outlined  potential

infrastructural  benefits for hillside rave/as,  or shanty towns,

The International Olympic Committee
now requires bidding cities to plan for
quality-of-life improvements; this process
can focus plans even when a bid fails.

Other catalysts for urban change are unplanned,  notes Gauchat.

The world's 6,8 billion people use 5 billion cell phones;  Facebook, with

half a billion  users,  is  Earth's third-largest  "nation;"  2  billion  people do

their banking over cell phones.  No one predicted that mobile telepho-

ny or social  media would spread so fast or far,  but technology is cat-

alyzing forms of progress that outstrip governmental and philanthrop-

ic efforts.  Users of GPS-equipped phones in the developing world are

independently  mapping  shanty  towns,  organizing  demand  for  infra-

structure, and monitoring institutions'  behavior,  bringing Jane Jacobs-

style eyes on the street to regions where official assertions are unreli-

able and streets as we know them are unrecognizable.

Technology  can  transform  cities  more  dramatically  than  public-

sector  action,  Gauchat  finds.  "The  political  rhythm  has  a  fairly  short

fuse,"    he   says.    "You    have    people   vying    for   the    House    of

Bepresentatives  every two years,  but  most things that change cities

can't  be  accomplished  in  two  years,"  Phenomena  driven  by  volun-

tarism  and  self-interest  strike  him  as  more  capable  of  marshaling

incentives  effectively:  for  example,  one  novel  barter  system  in  Africa

provides extra phone  minutes for AIDS  patients who take their med-
ications.  Conventional  politics  may  leave  citizens  apathetic,   but  as

their attention turns to "this sense of community on the ether," he sees
"enormous possibilities for reengagement in the whole decision-mak-

ing  process  in  our cities."

Communications  media,  however,  have  not  eliminated  functions

that   only  the   public   sector   can   take   on.   Arquitectonica   Principal

Bernardo  Fort-Brescia,  FAIA,  cites  discussions with  planning  authori-

ties as vital communication channels;  planning departments,  he finds,

are  influential  in  defining  "the  personality of a city."  Some  cities'  plan-

ners  interpret codes strictly by the book,  while others are more open

to dialogue,  as he found on a San  Francisco project.  ``If there weren't

flexibility,  discussion,  and  interaction  with  the  planning  department,"

he says,  "you  probably could  never build  on that site."

Though energy usage and green prac-
tices vary locally,  differentials in expertise
are evening out, so that ideas rather than
people do the traveling.

Jordan  L,  Gruzen,  FAIA,  partner at Gruzen Samton and a veteran

of projects in Bussia,  Korea,  Dubai, and elsewhere, observes a world-

wide   movement  toward   smart   growth   and   sustainability  traveling

through   law,   codes,   education,   and  economics,   Speakers  at  the

Urban  Land  lnstitute's  October  meeting,  he  says,  noted  how  "these

objectives,  which  were  optional  a few years  ago  and  are  now  being

written into law -the way New York City is passing new laws for ener-

gy and  water - are  going  to  be  even  more  mandatory  in  the future,
Groups will either play ball with that scenario or they won't be able to

do their project." Though energy usage and green practices vary local-

ly,  differentials  in  expertise are  evening  out,  so that  ideas  rather than

people do the traveling,  At one time,  he saw emerging  nations  emu-
lating  "what we did,  not in this cycle but in a previous cycle,"  replicat-

ing  "a Corbusier world"  while Western  cities were embracing  "a Jane

Jacobs world."  Now,  Asian  developers grow more comfortable hiring

local talent rather than outsiders,
"lt's very  heartening to  see  how the green  movement  has taken,"

says Gruzen.  "Not only the professionals, who usually take the lead on

this,  but  developers themselves  are  beginning  to talk about the  long-

term value that results from sustainability."  Greater alignment of market

incentives and  regulatory imperatives suggests that sustainable urban-

ism picks up momentum no matter what channels it travels through.

When  cities  speak  to  each  other,  their  messages  add  up  to  a

meta-message:  that  the  built  environment  is  also  a  cultural  environ-

ment,  an  intertwining  of  materials  and  memes.  "If you  build  without

culture,  you  build failure,"  says  Brown.  "Where you  build  with  culture,

you're likely to get success."

Bill  Millard  is  a freelance writer and  editor whose work  has  appeared
•in  Oculus,  Icon,  Content,  The Architect's  Newspaper,  LEAF  F{eview,

and  other publications.
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Why lsnJt
Architecture a
U.S.  Export
Priority?
Other  countries   do   a   better  job   of
promoting   their  design   talent  to  the
world,  The  U,S,  government  could  -
and should -do morie than  it does
By  Lucy  Bullivantj  Hon.  FPIBA

How  can  America  be  better  at  promoting  its  architecture

abroad?   We   may   not   remember  the   days  when   Louis

Armstrong, U.S. Ambassador of Good Will, used to perform

overseas  as  part  of government  initiatives.  But  many  who

saw  those   performances  fondly   remember  them   as   representing

America's  rich  culture  and  unique  character.  Promoting  U.S.  culture

abroad  has been out of fashion for decades,  but American architects

compete on  a global  stage on which  other nations  lavish  support for

architecture as key to their export strategy, Some 70 million people vis-

ited   Shanghai's   Expo  2010,   with   nations   like  Spain   and  the   U,K.

attracting  hours-long  lines  by leading with their best design talent,  By

contrast,  The  Huffington  Post  was  not  alone  in  deeming  the  U,S,

Pavilion,  designed  by  the  Canadian  architect  Olive  Grout,  "a  supply

storage shed"  or "a temporary NASA admin  building c.  1970."

Another  lost  opportunity  for  American  architects  is  the  Venice

Biennale,  the  key fair for architecture worldwide.  Hans  Hollein,  director

of the 1996 Architecture Biennale, was so frustrated with the lacklus-

ter American effort that he went to then-Guggenheim Director Thomas

Krens with an  ultimatum:  "You  have to come up with something,  oth-

erwise you cannot participate,"  Krens selected the theme "Building A

Dream:  The Art of Disney."  ln  2006 Arch;'tecfLtra/ f?ecord also  mount-

ed "After the Flood," a self-funded exhibit curated by the editors on the

redevelopment of New Orleans,

William    Menking,    editor    and    founder    of    The    Arch/tecf's

Ivewapaper,  was co-curator of the  U,S.  Pavilion on socially responsi-

ble  architecture  at  the  2008  Venice  Architecture  Biennale.  With  the

Guggenheim,   Menking   raised   $375,000  to   augment  the  $75,000

offered  by  the  U,S,  Department  of  State.  By  contrast,  the  Austrian

pavilion   reportedly  cost  680,000  euros  (about  $940,000)   and  the
German,  500,000 euros ($694,000),  all  provided  by the state.

For all its place in the limelight, the U.S,  Pavilion gets meager sup-

port,  and the system  is full  of flaws.  Menking's grant was  released  at
the  end  of  May,  giving  him  just  three  months  to  pull  off  his  exhibit.
"Now it's increasingly going to be corporatized," says Menking, who is

looking  into  starting  a  non-profit to  raise  money for the  U,S.  Pavilion

ahead of time, to avoid the squeeze.

@ettirag  PB`®rm®tedi

Scananavia gets it. This winter the non-profit American-Scandinavian

Foundation  in  NYC  celebrates  its  centennial  with  "Nordic  Models  +

U.S. Pavilion at the 2008 Venice Arohitecture Biennale, colcurated by William Menking, founder and editor ol: 7Y)e
Architect's Newspaper

Common   Ground,"   an   exhibit

supported by the government of

Norway   and   curated   by   the

Norwegian  and  New  York  City

architecture      firm      Sn®hetta.

Helsinki    is   the   World    Design

Capital  2012,  yet  another  gov-

ernment-supported   promotion

of the value  of architecture,  the

appeal  of  Helsinki,  and  the  tal-

ents  of  Finnish  architects.  The

city has already started an inter-

national satellite events program

with  Hel  Yes!,  a  pop-up  restau-

rant-Gum-exhibit  in  London.

The  U.K.  promotes  its archi-

tecture   overseas   through   the

British        Council        and        the

Department     of     Trade     and

Industry,     aiding     such     global

giants     as    Arup,     Foster     +
Partners,     and     others,     The

Netherlands   subsidizes   mono-



graphs   and   exhibits   on   Dutch   architecture,   and   the   expansive
Netherlands  Architecture  Institute  -  which  has  helped  OMA,  MVBDV,

UNstudio,  and  other  Dutch  firms  become  global  brand  names,  lt  has

specialist  consular  support  linked  to  the  Dutch  Ministry  of Culture;  its

shows  include  "Big  Soft  Orange"  (Storefront  for Art  and  Architecture,

1999) and another from ABCAM, Amsterdam, coming to the Center for

Architecture  this   summer.   Australia   has  the   new  Australian   Design

Alliance  and  the  Queensland  government-sponsored  HEAT  program,

now consulting to several other countries and cities,

AIANY/Center for Architecture's Executive Director Pick Bell,  FAIA,

says increased state funding "would make a big difference in organiz-

ing exhibitions,  symposia,  and study tours." Compared with countries

like Bussia and Asia,  "American government funding  is paltry for trav-

eling exhibitions," he says.  Since 2003 the Center has presented  150

exhibits,  including  "Berlin/New York Dialogues," and shows in collabo-

ration with Mexico City and Barcelona (the latter funded significantly by

Barcelona  and  CataluF`a),  "Made  in  New  York:  Socially  Besponsible

Architecture" was exhibited at the Zodchestvo Architectural Festival in

Moscow last fall, thanks to the Union of Architects of Bussia, And,  on

the  one  hand,  the  Center  is  stepping  up  its  collaboration  with  UN-

HABITAT  on  issues  of  sustainable  urbanization  while,  on  the  other,

AIANY seeks to support opportunities for NYC-based architects to find

commercial opportunities worldwide.

Identity Crisis
"Export  promotion  for architecture  is  simply  not  on the  national  radar

screen,"  says  Bell.  This  lack  of  attention  makes  it  very  difficult,   he

notes.  "Architects  working  abroad  also  create  opportunities  for  U.S.

engineers,  building  manufacturers,  and  contractors,"  he says,  "There

is  also  lack  of  national  design  identity  -  or  even  a  vigorous  debate

about what it should be." Lindy Johnson, who instigated HEAT for the

State  of  Queensland,  says,  "Someone  needs  to  take  the  lead  and

identify the strengths of American architecture,"

Since  the  l990s,  Congress  has  failed  to  appropriate  funds  for

EXPO pavilions, so American efforts depend on private sector funding.

The  U.S.   Pavilion  at  the  EXPO  2010  Shanghai  was  hampered  by

fundraising that fell  short.  Although  the  pavilion  had  a waterfall  and  a

vegetable  garden  roof  modeled  on  Michelle  Obama's  garden  at  the

White  House,  the  iconography  of the  building  -  an  eagle  with  open

wings -and dull grey forms were ill-matched and nothing like the stan-

dard  of Buckminster Fuller's exceptional  U.S.  Pavilion  at the  Montreal

World  Expo  in  1967.

Having funds is  not the whole issue,  says Olympia Kari,  executive

director of the Van Alen  Institute.  Van Alen,  which  inherited  an  endow-

ment in the 1990s and has commercial rental income covering about a

third  of its  income,  receives a lot of government agency support,  Kazi

doesn't agree that the state funding system  is deficient.  For cultural  ini-

tiatives,  private funds in the U.S. are "exorbitantly bigger than in Europe,

where  government  money  can  be  wasted  without  enough  criteria  or

accountability," she says.  "lf events had more funds, you wouldn't nec-

essarily see a better result.  Give people time and space for thinking."

Eva Franch,  Store front director,  believes that state sponsorship is

extremely  important,  but  more  important  is  how funds  are  allocated,

given,  for example,  that "the final  contents of the U.S.  Pavilion exhibi-

tion  in Venice had to be approved  by the government."  Most govern-

ments  tend  to  promote  the  commercial  side  of design,  but  isn't the

issue the economic value to the U.S.  of exporting architectural talent?

Franch's  response  is  that  talent  must  lead.  "Jason  Schupbach,  the

newly  appointed  design  director  at  the  National  Endowment  for the

Arts,  comes with  lots  of energy,"  she says,  "Perhaps,  with  great col-

laborative projects between all existing institutions, we can help shape

a topography of processes, funding opportunities, and programs that

position America in the forefront of architectural  innovation  in terms of
exhibitions,  production,  and  materialization  of ideas,"

Private funding  can  help close the government gap;  however,  this

is about brand  promotion and  not just architecture,  and that invariably

limits what  corporations will  do.  Commercially-driven  ventures  like the

BMW Guggenheim Lab, a six-year program of traveling workshops and

public discussions inspiring "forward-looking concepts and designs for
urban life," are also promoting cross-cultural,  participative export mod-

els.  In allying itself with architecture and urban design,  BMW joins other

corporate   initiatives,   like   the   Audi   Urban   Futures   Award   and   the

Zumtobel Sustainable Architecture Awards,  all  launched in 2010.

A  M  E  p  M  K  A  H  c  K  M  ri     pri  H  c  T  M  T  y

AIANY/Center   for   Architecture's    f`Made    in    New   York:    Socially
Responsible    Architecture"    was    exhibited    at    the    Zodchestvo
Arehitectural   Festival   in   Moscow  last  fall,   thanks  to  the   Union   of
Arehitects of Russia

For all their glamour, corporate brands are undesirable as sole fun-

ders of architectural promotion.  Bell emphasizes how important it was

for  AIANY's  Center  for  Architecture  to  partner  with  the  Institute  for

Transportation  and  Development  Policy,  a  non-governmental  group

that works with cities worldwide to bring about transport solutions that

cut  greenhouse  gas  emissions  and  improve the  quality  of  urban  life.

The  lTDP  and the  Center collaborated  on the  recent exhibition,  "Our

Cities Ourselves," to envision  10 cities  in  2030,  centered  around  safe

and  enjoyable walking,  cycling,  and  public transit.

Integrating   architecture   into  American   export  strategy   requires

opening a new, more urgent, and creative dialogue between and in the

design  marketplace and the halls of government.

Lucy   Bullivant,   Hon,   FRIBA,   is  an  architecture  curator,   author,   and

critic based  in  London.



Outward
Bound
The thriving  international  market
makes work abroad very attractive to
large firms -jf you've got the  budget,
management,  anc) vision to support  it
By Pichard Staub

t's  become  a  given  that  during  a  recession,  large  New  York  City

architecture firms will look abroad forwork. And indeed, the rewards       ©
CO

can be substantial, Among the several firms ocu/Lts talked to forthis      I

article,  current fees for work abroad range from 20°/o to 70°/o of their      =

annual  income.   Even  in  these  straitened  times,  markets  such  as

China,   India,   Brazil,  and  parts  of  the  Middle  East  remain  far  more

robust than those in the U.S.

Kohn  Pederseh  Fox: The  International  Commeree Center is 1:he tallest
building ih Hohg Kohg and includes the highest hotel in the world, The
Ritz-Carlton, Hohg Kong

But getting work abroad is hardly a piece of cake.  Even firms with

several decades of experience enter each new country on the lookout

for unknowns -such as currency restrictions,  different land-use laws,

and  standards  of construction.  And  they do  so  knowing that  equally

experienced  international  competitors  may be  right on their tail,  if not

already there.

That  hasn't  always  been  the  case.  Indeed,  accelerating  in  the  late

1980s, as foreign markets became primed for major development, inter-

national corporations and developers turned to firms such as Skidmore,

Owings & Merrill (SOM),  Kohn Pedersen Fox (KPF), and HOK for design

help. Offering know-how that local firms didn't have in creating com'plex,

large-scale  buildings,  major  New York practices  began  serving  first the

European market and then those in the Middle East and Asia, designing

commercial towers that became urban landmarks.

Some architects,  such  as  Bradford  Perkins,  FAIA,  who worked on

international  projects prior to co-founding  Perkins  Eastman,  have prac-

ticed abroad all of their careers. In the 1960s and '70s, HLW International

got  a  head  start  designing  laboratories  and  healthcare  facilities  for  oil

giant Aramco's Middle Eastern projects.  Perkins remembers firms start-
ing to look abroad during the recession of the late '70s. According to Paul

Katz,  FAIA,  president of KPF, the big opening for KPF, SOM,  Pelli Clarke

Pelli, and several other firms came in the late '80s when then-U.K.  Prime

Minister Margaret Thatcher reduced regulation and London-based finan-

cial service firms made plans for the first high-rise complex in the nation,

Canary Wharf.  Keeping pace,  other countries followed and the interna-

tional tall building race was on.

-i-i!ii:;::see-=-_---=-EFT--±H

Perkihs Eastmah= The Concordia International School Shanghai is a new
129,ZOO-square-foot high school completed through a joint effort of the
firm's New York and Shanghai offices

A Steep  Learning ©oulfw@

Of course,  many firms started to work internationally for other reasons.

Some already had connections through their leadership or staff or, in the

case of David  Brody Bond Aedas,  had a client who brought them for-

eign opportunities,  Others,  like Steven  Holl Architects,  won  a competi-

tion  or,  like  Bafael  ViFioly Architects,  were  sought  out  because  of their

design reputation. But however the firm won the project, taking the next

big step of opening a thriving office meant a steep learning curve,  with

different  legal  systems,  building  codes,  social  customs,  styles of build-

ing  and  design,  currency,  and  probably language.  Perkins,  whose firm

now works on four continents,  offers a thorough  overview in  his book,

I nternational Pract.Ice for Arch'itects oN.Hey, 2:Oar) ,
"We gave a lot of thought to opening offices abroad before we did

so in the mid-1990s," says Ted Hammer,  FAIA,  LEED AP,  a partner-in-

charge  at  HLW  International.  "We  considered  who  should  lead  the

effort and  office  locations from  both  a design  and  business  develop-

ment   perspective,   When   we   opened   our   London   and   Shanghai

offices,  entrepreneurial  members  of  our  New  York  office  who  came

from  those  cities  started  them  up.  And  most  of those  offices'  staffs

now come from the region."
"ln  2005  and  2006,  when  FXFOWLE  Architects  was  looking  to

diversify,  we were  lucky to  have a senior  partner,  Sudhir Jambhekar,



FXFOWLE  Arehitects:  The  12,540-square-foot  King  Abdullah  Financial
District Mosque will serve residents and visitors in ah all-new mixed-use
district in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

FAIA,  F3lBA,  LEED AP, who wanted to champion the effort," offers Guy

Geier,  FAIA,  FllDA,  LEED  AP,  one  of the  firm's  senior  partners,  "We

looked  at  the  Middle  East  and  India,  establishing  an  office  in  Dubai

when things were still very active. When its economy collapsed, we cut

back on the office,  but our presence in the area has resulted  in other

substantial    projects,    including   participation    in   the   King   Abdullah

Financial  District  in  Biyadh,  Saudi Arabia."

Designed  ih New V©Ifl€

Offices abroad  use their outposts for business development,  but the

ratio of design to production work varies, with design happening most-

ly if not entirely in the U.S,  "Our international  clients like working with  a

New York firm. They are hiring us for our design ability, and that means

our New York office," says Katz.  "Asian  clients expect greater visibility

HLW   lhternational=   The   design   for   the
355,200-square-foot   Kuwait   Chamber   ol:
Commeree  headquarters  in  Kuwait  City  is
based oh the traditional concept of the cara-
ransera/-,  or mereahti[e fortress,  uhderscor-
ihg the Chamber's ideals of protection, unity,
and communication

and    recognition    for

their       buildings       -

enduring    structures

that   go   beyond   the

norm  - which  means

greater   opportunities
for innovative design,"

says Gregory Cranford ,

AIA,   a  design   princi-

pal  with  BBG-BBGM.
"Since     many     self-

finance    their    build-

ings,  they  don't  have

to answer to investors

or    show    immediate

profitability,"    as    pro-

jects     for    American
commercial clients do.

Overseas  clients  trust

Perkins Eastman to design building types it hadn't done in the U.S,, giv-

ing  it the track record to  pursue similar projects at  home.  "In Asia,  if a

client likes you,  they are more likely to give you a chance with a build-

ing type you've not designed before," says Katz,

While electronic communication technology seamlessly links glob-

al offices,  it does not replace hands-on  understanding of site particu-

Iars  and  a  country's  customs  and  design  styles.  Some  firms  rely  on

photos transmitted  from  the  local  office to  resolve  minor site  issues,
but the design  leader usually  must visit to  resolve  key questions  on-

site,  and  sometimes  stays  in  the  country  for  several  months,  If the

design work happens in  New York,  however, firm  leaders rack up fre-

quent-flyer  miles  traveling  to  their  clients  abroad.  "We  have  to  travel
much  more,  because clients want a level  of attention from  principals

that goes with their buildings'  budgets," says Cranford,

One downside of having the  New York office design  a building  in

Shanghai, for example, is that staff architects who work on the project

rarely  get  to  experience  the  construction  process  or the  completed

building, and that cuts down on lessons learned. And then there's the

challenge  of  maintaining  a  cohesive  firm  identity  and  approach  to

practice among  offices abroad,  staffed wholly or in  part by architects
who've never been to the United States, let alone the head office. "The

only way to keep offices abroad from feeling marginalized is to treat all

of the locations as one firm," says  Perkins.

This decade's  new markets story may be the rapid  development

of  the  very  populous  countries:   India,   Brazil,  possibly  Indonesia,  and

Mexico.  Bussja,  building on vast mineral wealth,  may also grow quickly.

Each  raises  questions:  What's the financial  and  construction  capabili-

ty?  ls  intellectual  property protected? Are officials corrupt?  How do we
learn  to  adapt  to  foreign

climates and customs?
"We're  very  optimistic

about   the   future   of  the

international          market, "

says  Katz.   "The  high-rise

tower has proven its value

as a sustainable structure

in   every   urban   environ-

ment,  and  now New York

firms  are  designing  mas-

ter plans and a wide vari-

ety     of     building     types

abroad."      Indeed,      the

recent   opening   of   stu-

dioaria suggests the evo-

lution   of   the   model   for

international         practice.

Formed   a   year   ago   by

five  former  senior   mem-

BBC-BBGM:  `l\Aro  large  mixed-use  build-

ings   and   two   smaller   retail   buildings

grouped around a 1:ive-acre park are part
of  a  30-acre  mixedluse  development  in
New Delhi, India

bers  of  BBG-BBGM,  the  architecture  and  planning  firm  has  offices

in  New York,  Sydney,  and  Shanghai,  with at least one director in  each

and  10 major projects in the U.K.,  Lithuania,  Japan,  and China already

in  development.  Its  directors  have  their  Skype  address  on  their  busi-

ness  cards,  and  conference  electronically  at  least  once  a  day.  Their

mantra is to think and act globally and  stay nimble.  Given the growing

opportunities of the international marketplace,  it may be the way to go.

F{ichard  Staub  is  a  marketing  consultant  and  writer who focuses  on

issues important to the design and building community,





I(hanna   Schultz:   Completed   in   2010,   tlie   lo-story  St.   Leo   Ftoad
Aparfroents in Mumbai,  India,  includes a doubleiheight pool/gym area
above the grourtd-floor lobby, and seven fuln-floor apartmerds

present, and government agencies. "Always work with
avoid getting charged extra or being misinformed," cat

Braverman works with  a local firm in

partner is the Village  Health Works,  a nc
ence  in  this  particularly  rugged  geographic  and
"They are excellent," she says.  "lt is all collaboration.'

One unusual thing these small firms have in common

exception,  the first international clients came to them - th

seek them out. Matlock has a client in Thnidad, who one

the street into her New York strieet-front office, liked what he

the firm {o  do a luxury waterfront  leisure

client found her th

20-person Tsao & M

but galned no

h an online searoh.

own Architects, won a
complex in

Then the West Village



Division  of Labor
Outsourcing  is  not new  but some firms are finding
new ways of putting  it to good  use
By Jacqueline  Pezzillo,  Assoc.  AIA,  LEED AP

fessional  services to a third  party - is  not  new,  but  has evolved  sub-

stantially since then,  and the implications of this trend are far-reaching

for the A/E/C  industry.  According to the 2006 AIA Firm  Survey,  more

than 60°/o  of architecture firms outsourced work at least occasionally,

and  8°/o  of  these  engaged  in  offshore  outsourcing,  the  practice  of

sending  work  to  third  parties  overseas.  It  is  estimated  that  200/o  to

30°/o  of U.S.  architecture jobs will  be offshore by 2015,

During   an   offshore   outsourcing   roundtable   held   by   the   AIA

International Practice Committee in 2006, attendees cited the domes-

tic shortage of skilled junior architects and high-quality interns as a pri-

mary driver of offshore outsourcing,  Hegeman,  co-chair of the AIANY

Professional   Practice   Committee,   agrees   with   this   reasoning.    In

2006-07 the industry was struggling to find skilled staff,  he says,  and

"We need to pull out of the economic

downturn successfully.Hand skilled staff is
crucial so we can leverage labor,
technology,  and skill sets."
Stephen J.  Hegeman, AIA

skilled  labor pools developing overseas were leveraged  by U.S.  firms,

spurring  an  increase  in  offshore  outsourcing  practices.  As  the  eco-

nomic  climate  shifted  and  more  young  architects  found  themselves

looking for work,  however, there was a change in offshoring trends.  In

2009 it became easier to find qualified staff and less important to out-

source, says Hegeman,  making lower labor rates the new primary dri-

ver of offshoring.



ns ®utsourcimg helping or hurting?
In addition to saving money,  outsourcing enables firms to manage mul-

tiple  projects,  especially  during  peak  periods,  which  increases  com-

petitive advantage and profitability.  Having 24/7 project documentation
in multiple time zones by multiple labor shifts allows fast-track produc-

tion and adherence to aggressive project schedules.

FXFOWLE Architects' New York office has been engaged in offshore

outsourcing for almost two years. According to Krishna Bao,  the firm's

digital  design  manager,  the transition  to  BIM  was  a turning  point.  The

procurement of a large contract in the Middle East, the firm's first expe-
rience with  Bevit modeling  requirements,  caused  management to  look

outside  its  borders  for  assistance,   specifically,  to  CADForce,   a  Los

Angeles-based outsourcing firm with  production centers in  Pune,  India,

FXFOWLE views CADForce technicians as an extension of its junior pro-

duction  team;  Bao  considers  them  an  integrated  unit  of the  in-house

staff,   giving   him   the   flexibility   to   adjust   staff   resources   as   project

demands change, Offshoring is also augmenting the practice's business

development,  providing an opportunity to leverage a local resource and

make connections on the ground in expanding markets. The firm's work

in Latin America, for example, is buttressed through its collaboration with

the Argentinean production firm, Estudio Libovich Arquitectura. The pro-

duction  firm  plays  the  role  of associate  architect,  providing  FXFOWLE

with credibility in a region where they do not have a local office.

!^€<`    ,

According to the 2006 AIA Firm Survey,
more than 60°/o of architecture firms out-
sourced work at least occasionally, and
8°/o of these engaged in offshore out-
sourcing, the practice of sending work to
third parties overseas.  It is estimated that
2oo/o to 300/o of U.S.  architecture jobs will
be offshore bv 2015.

Quality control and risk management are common concerns asso-

ciated   with   outsourcing.   Steve   Whitehorn,   managing   principal   of

Whitehorn  Financial  Group,  a  professional  liability  and  risk  manage-

ment practice,  strongly advises his clients to carefully review the qual-

ity  of  work  received  from  third  parties.  Overlooked  issues  such  as

incorrect  dimensions,  errors  in  construction  detailing,  and  omissions

can  be detrimental to  budget,  schedule,  and  professional  reputation,

While  FXFOWLE  recognizes that  in-house  management yields  better

quality  control,  it  allocates  time  and  establishes  protocol  to  manage
document review of outsourced work as soon as it arrives.  "We align

expectations at the start of a project," says Bao.

Among those who  argue that outsourcing  has  damaging  conse-

quences,  Hegeman  lauds  the  training  and  skills  that  intern  develop-
ment  programs  provide to young  designers,  and  is disquieted  by the

detrimental  effects of outsourcing  on staff development.  "We need to

pull out of the economic downturn successfully,"  he says,  "and skilled
staff  is  crucial  so  we  can  leverage  labor,  technology,  and  skill  sets."

Hegeman  adds,  "AIANY  has  established  the  ENYA  [Emerging  New

York Architects]  and  New Practices Committees to engage and  pro-

vide leadership opportunities for emerging architects and  new practi-

tioners.    In   combination   with   those   committees,   the   Professional

Practice   Committee   is   sponsoring   the   Architect's   Fast   Track

Leadership program to prepare up-and-coming firm  members for the

transition to firm  leadership."  FXFOWLE's  long-term goal  is to acquire

and  train  in-house  staff to  meet  BIM  needs;  in  the  interim,  however,

offshore  outsourcing   allows  the  design-oriented   practice  to  focus

resources  and  enables  staff to  gain  Bevit  skills through  osmosis  and

collaboration with  CADForce.

"Work is sent to where it is most

efficiently completed...which is more
important than where it is completed
the cheapest."
Craig Schwitter,  PE

W®B`k-sELaFTimg  amdi  ®ouEs®unBa®img  business  sat/wEy

With  25  offices  across  the  U.S,,  U.K.,  Europe,  and  Middle  East,  the

engineering  firm  Buro  Happold  does  some  limited  outsourcing,  but  it

also engages in work-sharing, which allows it to take advantage of the

firm's  global  resources.  According  to  Craig  Schwitter,  PE,  a  principal

based in the New York office, the goal of work-sharing is to shift work

across  offices to  leverage talented  and top-performing  staff.  Hubs of

expertise  exist  in  specific  locations,   and  they  are  sourced  for  skill

according to project needs.  "Work is sent to where it is most efficient-

ly completed," says Schwitter,  "which is more important than where it

is completed the cheapest." While there are varying labor rates among

offices -staff rates in  Poland are roughly a third of those in  New York
-Schwitter says the firm's work-sharing  doesn't  have a huge  impact

on  the  bottom  line.  It  does,  however,  help  Buro  Happold's  engineers

across the world develop competitive skills.  In turn, this allows the firm

to become more marketable in a global economy and capable of pur-

suing work in  international  markets.

TEK  Architects  does  not  engage  in  outsourcing  of  architectural

services,  as  Principal Charles Thanhauser, AIA,  rationalizes that archi-

tects should  be experts in their trade.  But the firm, which  has been a

client of Whitehorn Financial for more than 20 years, does take advan-

tage  of  not  only  the  company's  practice-management  services,  but

also its help in developing strategies to improve business, extend pro-

fessional  networks,  and  market.   In  areas  where  architects  are  less

knowledgeable,   such  as  risk  management  and  business  develop-

ment,  "bringing  in an expert is just good  practice," says Thanhauser,

Jacqueline  Pezzillo,  Assoc,  AIA,  LEED AP,   is the communications man-

ager at Davis Brody Bond Aedas and a regular contributor to e-Oculus.



As the economies of China and  India have expanded,  their

demand for distinctive design has continued to rise. And the

firms that first established  beachheads  in Asia don't neces-

sarily  get  all  the  choice  commissions,  Two  relatively  small

New York firms with special areas of expertise have recently produced

memorable designs for infrastructure projects in these countries.

For Lee Harris  Pomeroy Architects  (LHPA),  work in  both  China and

India has developed in steps that could not have been planned. The firm

designed  the  Lally  School  of  Management  a[  Bensselaer  Polytechnic

Institute  (Bpl),  where  Lee  Harris  Pomeroy,  FAIA,  BIBA,  met  a  Chinese

professor in the school's Sino-American  MBA program.  This encounter
led to a meeting with the director of a new Economic Development Area

in the  port city of Tianjin.  The two  men  invited  Pomeroy to visit the site

and  asked  him  to  do  a feasibility  study for  a  convention  center there,

which  he  carried  out  with  a  financial  planning  group  from  Bpl.  LHPA

designed the center, which was completed in 2004.  Convention activity

it  attracted  led  to  its  expansion,  according  to  plan,  in  2009.  Contacts

made as a result of the Tianjin work led  a public/private  partnership to

commission  LHPA  to  design  the  l ,000-unit  Westgate  residential  and

retail development in Shanghai, first phase completed in 2007.

Later   visiting    India,    Pomeroy   met   with   the   developer   and

Bollywood  movie  idol  Sanjay  Khan,  Impressed with the firm's work in

China,   Khan  invited  him  to  master  plan  a  mixed-use  development

called  Skill  City in  a Special  Economic Zone  near Bangalore.

Design  Distinction for a  REetro LEm©

Several factors  lay behind  LHPA's commission to  design the stations

for the new East-West Corridor of the Kolkata Metro  Bailway.  In  New

York,  the  firm  had  completed  renovation/expansion  projects  at  the

Lincoln Center,  Union Square,  MOMA,  and  Fulton Street subway sta-

tions,  and  had  projects  under  way  at  the  Bleecker  Street  and  the

180th  Street stations (both joint ventures with Weidlinger Associates).

The  latter  involves  restoration  of  a  prominent,  landmarked  structure

and its entry plaza.

Through these jobs,  Pomeroy forged contacts with New York City

Transit Authority staff members  who  came from  India and  had  since

returned  there.  As  qualifications  for the  Kolkata  project,  LHPA's  New

York subway experience was complemented by its success with proj-

ects  abroad.  The  firm  was  invited  to  join  a  design  and  engineering

consortium  with  firms from  the  United  Kingdom,  France,  Japan,  and

India,  which won the metro commission.

LHPA  has  designed  the  aboveground  portions  of six  stations  on

this  new  subway  line,  which  will  link  Kolkata's two  main  railroad  sta-

tions and an existing subway.  All of the metro stations will  have a sig-

nificant  urban  presence - some with just  a  broad  identifying  canopy,

others  integrated  into new mixed-use structures.  One of them will  be

worked into the fabric of the Howrah Station, an imposing landmark of

British  rule.  Another will  be the dominant feature of a large new plaza

at the busy Sealdah station.



Further  LHPA projects  in  India  include  participation,  as the archi-

tecture  firm  on  multidisciplinary  teams,  in  a  program  to  build  world-

class  stations  in  26  cities.  These  involve  public/private  partnerships

linking transportation to economic development, which Pomeroy sees

as setting a pattern for urban development throughout India.

A Signature FootbFidg®
\/\/XY Architecture  +  Urban  Design won  its commission for a pedestrian

and bicycle bridge in Xinjin, China, through the time-honored design com-

petition process -this one open only to prequalified teams.  For the qual-
ifying round, Weidlinger Associates asked \/\/XY to join its team,

\/\/XY  had  previously  designed  several  footbridges:  proposed  links

over West Street from  Battery Park City (unbuilt)  and another in  Coney

Island  (on  hold).  To  cross  a slip  on the  Greenpoint-Williamsburg  water-

front,  the firm  designed  a  series  of  pods  and  footbridges  (under  con-

struction).  Its previous collaboration with Weidlinger,  however,  had  been

on structures now under way in Hudson Fiver Park,

To  prepare for the Xinjin  competition,  \/\/XY partners Claire Weisz,

AIA, and Mark Yoes, AIA,  LEED AP, visited the site with engineer Qi Ye

from Weidlinger and found  an  intriguing  context for their work.  Located

in   southwest   China,   Xinjin   is   a  satellite  of  the   regional   metropolis

Chengdu,  lt  is  known  as a place of history and  a leisurely  "teahouse

culture,"  in  an  area resembling a traditional  landscape scroll,

The competition encompassed four bridges, three of them vehicular

and the fourth a footbridge crossing the Nanhe Fiver at the center of Xinjin.

Five  teams   were   chosen   to   submit   proposals.   The  \/\/XY-Weidlinger

scheme took first  place for the footbridge and  came  in  second for the

three vehicular bridges, which were awarded to a Chinese team.

WXY  Architecture  +  Urban  Design  and  Weidlinger  Associates  (design
engineer): The Nanhe Ftiver Bridge (above and opposite page), a pedesl
trian and bicycle bridge in Xinjin, China, will link a riverfront plaza in the
towh's historic core to the center of a hew development across the river

The proposed footbridge  links a riverfront  plaza in the town's  his-

toric core to the center of a new development across the river.  Its pur-

pose  in  replacing  an  existing  footbridge  is  to  increase  capacity  and
create a memorable landmark.

The unique \/\/XY-Weidlinger design proposes two intertwining sets

of  spans,  both  held  up  on  five  multipronged  supports,  with  80-foot

spans  between  them.  The  architects  say  the  resulting  twists  may

make  the journey  across  seem  shorter than  the  "long  corridor"  of a

straight  bridge.  That  perception  is  likely  to  vary  depending  on  how

urgently  an  individual  wants to  reach  the  other end.  In  any case,  the

twin  ribbons  will  definitely  meet  the  goal  of  making  the  crossing  "an

experience  unto itself."

The   spans   themselves

will   be   simple   box   girders,

with   sleekly   curved   cross

sections. The engineers took

pains to deal with the poten-
tial    vibration    problems    of

footbridges,   given  the  cau-

tionary     example     of     the

Millennium Bridge across the

Thames in 2000.

Every  part  of the  bridge

will  be  red,  even  the  paving,

made with  a  red  aggregate.

Lighting  along  it  will  consist

of both  under-handrail  illumi-

nation  of the  footpaths  and

an array of linear and circular

lights  along  the flanks  of the

spans.  These are to  be pro-

grammable   in   moving   pat-
terns.  Ivivid and  kinetic light-

ing    of    buildings,    including

those   along   this   river,   has

become common  in  China.)

Lee Harris  Pomeroy Arehitects=  The entry pavilion at the  Howrah  Metro Station,  part of Ko[kata's  hew East-West                \/\/XY and  \/\/eidlinger are
Metro System is elevated to accommodate monsoon cohditiohs



carrying their footbridge scheme through essentially the design devel-

opment    phase,    with    the    collaborating    Southwest    Municipal

Engineering   Design   and   Besearch    Institute   of   China   taking   the

process  to  completion,  scheduled  for  next  year,  The  details  remain
subject to design  review by \/\/XY and Weidlinger.

These commissions are just a few of many that architects from var-

ious   countries   have   been   carrying   out   in   China   and   India,   They

demonstrate that there are intriguing opportunities abroad for a variety

of firms, and that the outcome of these commissions can increase the

international stature of American architects,

John  Morris  Dixon,  FAIA,  left the drafting  board for journalism  in  1960

and  was  editor  of Progress/'ve Aroh7'tecfure  from  1972  to  1996.  He

wrote the  Midtown  Manhattan  portion  of the original  1967 AIA  Gu/de

to  Ivew  york  Cr'fy.   In  recent  years  he  has  written  for  Arch/'tecfura/

f?ecord, Arch7'tecfLtre, Arch;'tecf,  and other publications,

Project Credits:
Kolkata Metro Bailway East-West Corridor (Underground Segment)
Client:  Kolkata  Metro  Bail  Corp,  Ltd,  (KMBCL)

Lee Harris Pomeroy Architects Team (Station Arohitecture,  Support Facilities,

and  Property Development):  Lee Harris Pomeroy,  FAIA,  RIBA, Antonio

Figueroa, AIA,  James Wright, AIA,  F3ichard Foley, AIA,  Leopoldo Torrocha

Project Management,  Civil,  Structural,  Geotechnical  Engineering;  and

Tunneling:  Maunsell / AECOM

Bailway  Engineering  Systems:  EGIS  Bail  S.A.

Underground  Engineering:  Yachiyo  Engineering  Co.,  Ltd.

Transportation  planning:  SGl/SEMS

Construction Administration:  CES  (Consulting  Engineering  Services  India

Private  Limited)

Nanhe Fiver Landscape Pedestrian and  Bicycle Bridge, Xinjin,  China

Client:  Chengdu  and Xinjin  Development Corporation

\/\/XY Arohitecture + Urban  Design Team:  Claire Weisz, AIA,  Mark Yoes,  AIA,

LEED AP,  Layng Pew, AIA,  Kate Brumder,  LEED AP, Yeju Choi, Travis Eby,
LEED AP,  Matthew Gilbert, Shachi Pandey,  LEED AP, Alan Tse,  LEED AP

Weidlinger Associates Team  (Design  Engineer):  Guang-Nan  Fanjiang,  PE,

Qi Ye,  PE,  Jeremy Zhang,  PE,  Courtney Clark

Engineer-of-F3ecord:  Southwest  Municipal  Engineering  Design  &

Besearch  Institute of China

Lee Harris Pomeroy Architects: The entrance to the Sealdah Metro Station that provides an intermodal link to Sealdah Train Station includes a Mandala
symbol ih a sunken plaza
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alawi  is  not  the  only  developing  country  in  sub-Saharan

Africa  plagued  by  extreme  poverty,  HIV/AIDS  and  other

diseases, drought, substandard infrastructure, and a lack

of clinics and schools,  but her situation is one of the most

desperate.  In  2006  pop  idol  Madonna and  Michael  Berg  co-founded

Baising  Malawi,  an  organization  that  aims  to  end  the  suffering  of the

country's 2  million  children who are at  risk.

Three years  later,  a  Moringa tree was  planted  north  of  Lilongwe,

the country's capital,  to  mark the start of construction on the  Baising

Malawi Academy for Girls,  designed  by  Markus  Dochantschi,  Assoc.

AIA, founder of NYC-based studioMDA. When completed in 2012, the

113-acre campus will include classrooms,  dormitories,  staff houses,  a

library and  administration  building,  a dining  hall,  a gymnasium,  a well-

ness center,  and a sports field. True to its mission, the school will be a

place  where  Malawian  girls  can  be  educated,   instilled  with  cultural
responsibility,  and  empowered to realize their potential.

studioMDA's  involvement with  Baising  Malawi  began  when  a for-

mer staffer,  designer Jessica Wilpon,  was  in  Malawi  for  her  master's

thesis and met the organization's director. Wilpon suggested the direc-

tor meet with Dochantschi. And so for the past two years, the firm has

invested its time and intellectual capital on the project -on a pro bono

basis,  Dochantschi  travels  to  Malawi  about  every  eight  weeks,  with

studioMDA  designer  Chris   Maurer  working  on-site,   alongside  local

architect  lsmail  Patel  of lMDesign  and  other  members  of the  interna-

tional  design team,  until the project is completed.
"As foreigners,"  says  Doschantschi,  "we  don't  want to force  our

design philosophy." With the academy,  however, the firm can practice

what it preaches -environmental, cultural, and fiscal sustainability. The

design team has developed passive methods of sustainability, such as

the orientation  and functionality of the buildings.  The geometry of the

roofs and fenestration  of each  building  are designed to optimize nat-

ural  light  and  airflow,  a  deceptively  complicated  task  that  combines



intuition  and  state-of-the-art  computer  simulations.  Active  methods

are also employed,  such  as  using  locally sourced construction  mate-

rials  like  hydraform  bricks,  made from  soil  on-site,  This  alleviates the

use  of  burned  bricks,  which  are  largely  responsible  for  widespread

deforestation  in  Malawi.

Since  the  primary  vocation  of  Malawians  is  subsistence  agricul-

ture,  landscape architecture has played an  important role in the mas-

ter plan of the campus.  Landscape architect Susannah  Drake, ASLA,

AIA,  principal  of  Brooklyn-based  dlandstudio,  is  also  participating  in

the project on a pro bono basis, creating a landscape that reflects the

different ecoregions of the country from which the students come.  In

addition,   she   is   designing   agricultural   areas   where   students   can

experiment  with  different  farming  practices.  These  include  outdoor

classrooms carved out of the brush in pod-like forms, and larger areas

for collective outdoor education, Asked about the directors of Baising

Malawi,  Drake says,  "I am impressed by their commitment to sustain-

ability,  but more by their mission of educating young women to be the

future leaders of the country."

SHoP Arohitects: Botswana Innovation Hub

The Baising Malawi Academy is one of several studioMDAs projects

in  Africa.  In  2009,  Dochantschi,  along  with  studioMDA  designer  Chad

Kellogg,  LEED  AP,  presented  final  plans  for  an  all-girls  school  for  the

Georges Malaika Foundation in Kalebuka,  in the Democratic Bepublic of

the Congo,  lt  is  now  under construction.  Also  on the  boards  is a clinic

designed  for  Millennium  Villages  -  a  project  of  The  Earth  Institute  at

Columbia University,  the  United  Nations  Development  Programme,  and

Millennium Promise in Mwandama,  Malawi. As an adjunct assistant pro-

fessor  at  Columbia  University,   Dochantschi   is  also  using   his  African

adventures as a learning tool for his students in the Graduate School of

Architecture, Planning and Preservation, leading research trips to Malawi,

the Democratic Pepublic of the Congo, and Ghana,
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For some, Africa is not inching towards the 21 st century but leap-frog-

ging   into   it.    For   NYC-based   SHoP   Architects,   the   Bepublic   of
Botswana,  with  its  "clean"  diamond  industry  and  thriving  domestic

financial sector, is a land of opportunity -and a place where architects

can apply innovations in  process,  materials,  and technology.

In  April  2010,   SHoP  won  an  international  competition,   besting

seven  other  short-listed  firms,  including  Foster  +  Partners,  Gensler,

and  Perkins+Will,  to design the Botswana Innovation  Hub  (BIH)  in the

capital  city of Gaborone.  A ground-breaking  ceremony was  held  last

October.  Wanting  to  achieve  economic  diversification,   Botswana  is

developing the BIH as a science and technology park that will provide

office  and  laboratory  space  for  technology-driven  and  knowledge-

intensive   foreign   and   local   businesses,   as   well   as   research   and

advanced training  institutes.
"Our  clients  are  interested   in   pushing  the  envelope,"  says  SHoP

Principal William Sharples, AIA. "They're forward-thinking, and interested in

implementing new ideas and cutting-edge technologies to create a world-

class facility that fosters innovative ideas and cultivates new businesses."

SHoP is responsible for the design of the iconic central  building -

four "bar" structures, connected by bridges and interspersed with gar-

dens -that will be surrounded by a development of 41  low-rise office

and  lab buildings.  SHoP is also collaborating with Arup on the master

plan and  urban  design  of the site.  And,  to facilitate the work process
and guarantee the integrity of their design,  the SHoP team  is sharing

its  knowledge  of the  design  tools  used  on  the  project,  such  as  BIM

and  Pevit, with local architecture partner Nuttall Smith Architects. The

firm  is also exploring ways to share its  knowledge of digital  programs

with other local architects, and has offered to teach workshops at the

University of Botswana.

Ex Africa semper aliquid novi -From AIr.ica atways someHhiing neIN
-was an expression coined by the Bomans.  For centuries, Africa has

been  a source of wonderment for naturalists.  In the 21 st century,  it is

proving to be fertile ground for New York architects, too,

Linda  G,  Miller is a New York City-based freelance writer.

Baising  Malawi Academy for Girls,  Lilongwe,  Malawi

client:  Baising  Malawi

Architect:  StudioMDA

Design Team:  Markus  Dochantschi,  Assoc.  AIA,  Chris  Maure,

Chad  Kellogg,  LEED AP

Landscape Architect:  dlandstudio
Design  Engineer:  Adams  Kara Tailor

Architect-of-F3ecord:  lM  Designs,  Malawi

Cost Estimating:  SFS  Property Consultants
Structural  Engineer:  BD Consultants

Landscaping:  ULC Landscapes
Mechanical  Engineer:  M&E Associates

Consulting  Engineers: Transsolar climate Engineers;  John Todd
Ecological  Design;  ABUP Consulting  Engineers

Botswana Innovation  Hub,  Gaborone,  Botswana, Africa
Client:  Botswana Development Corporation
Architect:  SHoP Architects
Design Team:  Christopher  F3.  Sharples,  AIA,  William  W.  Sharples,  AIA,

Coren  D.  Sharples,  AIA,  Kimberly J.  Holden,  AIA,  Gregg A.  Pasquarelli,

AIA,  Jen  Conway,  Zach  Downey,  LEED AP,  Kevin  Fennell,  F3A,  Steven

Garcia,  Tyler Goss,  Shannon  Han,  F3em  Koning,  Chris  Lee,  LEED AP,

Luisa Mendez,  Ayumi  Sugiyama,  F3A,  Andrea Vittandini

Local Architect:  Nuttall  Smith Architects

Lighting  Consultant:  Tillotson  Design Associates

Master Plan:  SHOP in  collaboration  with Arup
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Acting  Humbly
As  NYC-basec)  architects  launch
humanitarian  projects abroad,
theyJre  learning  lessons  in  flexibility
and  perseverance
By Lisa Delgado

\_/ou  don't  have to  be  an  expert  in  working  abroad  to  do

good humanitarian work overseas.  In fact, an open mind
and a willingness to listen to the locals may be your best

assets,   along  with   patience  and   ingenuity.   "You   really

have to be humble and willing to learn," advises Noushin

Ehsan,  AIA,  president of 2nd  Opinion  Design  and  chair of the AIANY

Global  Dialogues Committee.

When  Ehsan  traveled  to  Port-au-Prince  in  March  2010  with  the

U.S.-based nongovernmental organization (NGO) Love for Haiti, she led

a team  of several  architects  and  engineers who  assumed  they  could

best  help  by  assessing  the  safety  of  earthquake-damaged  buildings.

One   day  the  team   visited   a  tent  city,   where  a  group   of   Haitians

approached them angrily, assuming they were disaster tourists. ``We are

not animals to be displayed," one said.  From that point on, team mem-

bers decided that, despite their limited resources and access to materi-

als  (not  to  mention  scant  experience  in  hands-on  construction),  they

needed to take  some  kind  of concrete  action  to  help.  With the aid  of

locals, they built a few structures in a couple of different designs.

The most successful  design they call the "Nura dome,"  a  1 0-foot-

high,  round structure whose frame is made of 10 pieces of bent rebar.

It can  be covered with tarp or more durable materials.  It's inexpensive,

easy to build and replicate,  and earthquake-safe because of its shape.

Designed by the SOFTHOUSEgroup, the HaitisoFTHOUSE consists of hexagonal steel-frame modules that can be combined to serve many different

programs over time; eoofriendly elements include rainwater collection and waterproof fabric panels that, when ho longer heeded, can be reused as
material for raincoats or purses



•n addition to sustainable housing, Studio Unit6's Village Tournesol will
include a vocational school and agricu[tura[ spaces to promote educa-
tion and jobs, helping the residents become self-sufficient

"My fondest dream would be to see the Nura dome `wikified' -i.e., that

people  appropriate  it,  spread  it  around,  modify,  take  ownership  of  it,"
says Mark Freehill, who came up with the design concept.

In three hours the team  built two  Nura domes,  which were greet-

ed with an  outpouring of gratitude.  "lf you'd given them  a castle,  they

would not be as happy," Ehsan says. "Compared to a tent, where they

must bend down, they could stand up in the Nura dome." Since then,

Love for Haiti  has built 22  more domes.

The Nura domes are a step up from tents,  but  Ehsan  is scouting

for better long-term  solutions.  After returning to the  U,S,,  she formed

Haiti-Habitat   (haiti-habitat.com),    a   subcommittee   of   the   Global

Dialogues Committee, which worked with others to issue a call for col-

laborative  design  in  October.  Their  goal  is  to  draw  upon  the  best  of

those  ideas  to  create  a  prototype  housing  cluster  in  Haiti,  with  con-

struction to be funded  by donors.

Other NYC-based architects are working to make a difference over-

seas,  often  teaming  up with  humanitarian  organizations that can  help

with  logistics  or  funding.   U.S.-based  Architecture  for  Humanity/AFH

(architectureforhumanity.org),   Building   Foundations   with   Haiti   (build-

foundhaiti.org), and Architects Without Borders (www.awb-seattle.org),

and  London-based  Article  25  (www.article-25.org)  are  just  a  few  of

many  such  groups  around  the  world.  One  intriguing  design  for  Haiti

originated with designer and teacher Alice Min Soo Chun and her non-

profit group Studio Unite (web.studiounite.org), which grew out of a stu-
dio  she  taught  at  Columbia  University  last  spring.  Drawing  upon  her

expertise in community development,  Chun led the creation of a highly

holistic design  called Village Tournesol  (foumeso/ means  "sunflower"  in

French); AFH  is a partner in the project.

The sunflower is  "efficient and  strong,  but also  provides food  and

fuel  for  humans,  animals,  and  other  plants,"  Chun  explains.  Similarly,

Village Tournesol functions  in  harmony with the local  ecology through

solar-powered  electricity  and  rainwater collection,  helping  the  inhabi-

tants  become  self-sufficient  in  a country with  limited  infrastructure.  In

addition  to  housing,  the  village  will  include  a  vocational  school  and

agricultural spaces to promote education and jobs.  "ln these crisis sit-

uations,  if there aren't jobs available after the  NGOs  have gone,  then

there's no hope," she says.

CO

i     Other NYC-based architects are working to
:     make a difference overseas, often teaming

up with humanitarian organizations that can
help with logistics or funding.  U.S.-based
Architecture for Humanity/AFH (architec-
tureforhumanity.org),  Building  Foundations
with  Haiti  (buildfoundhaiti.org),  and
Architects Without Borders (www.awb-seat-
tle.org), and London-based Article 25
(www.article-25.org) are just a few of many
such groups around the world.

lt's a project that's well  aligned with AFH's  ideals.  Since  its  begin-

nings in  1999, the organization  has become increasingly conscious of

the  importance  of sustainability  in  its  broadest  sense:  environmental,

economic,   and  cultural,   says  co-founder  Cameron  Sinclair,  Assoc.

AIA.  Foreign  architects  need  to  make  sure their work  maximizes the

economic  well-being  of  a  locale.  For  example,  Sinclair  explains  that

AFH  would  prefer to  "use a traditional  construction technology in  India,

which employs 10 times as many people for the same amount of money,

Locally, that means economic sustainability."

Disaster often draws manufacturers and contractors whose primary

motives are profit,  says  NYC-based  EASTON+COMBS  Principal  Lonn

Combs,  AIA.  "For  every  architect  working  in  Haiti  and  thinking  about

reconstruction as a design opportunity for creative and sustainable com-

munities, there are at least  10

contractors    or    large-scale

industrial   manufacturers  that

see  the  country  purely  as  a

market," he says,  "They'll offer

what  is  essentially  a  kind   of

outhouse  for  $500,  which   is

made out of solid steel or tin -

solutions that take no consid-

eration for design whatsoever. "

Similarly,  Ehsan was dismayed

to see a dome in Haiti made of

fiberglass,  another  material  ill-

suited for a hot climate.

Combs  traveled  to  Haiti

as    part    of    his    work    to

create        prototypes        of
HaitisoFTHOUSE,  a  sustain-

able       modular       structure

Nura domes, created by Love for Haiti,
can   be   covered  wit:h  tarp   or  other
materials; this phol:a shows an experil
ment ih covering one with plaster

designed  in collaboration with

Podney Leon, AIA, principal of an eponymous NYC-based firm; architect

and  landscape  architect  Dragana  Zoric,  F3A,  F3LA,  who  works  at  ten-

twenty and W Architecture; and artist Mark Parsons. The four designers

teamed up soon after the January 2010 earthquake, when they were all

teaching at Pratt, to form SOFTHOUSEgroup (www.haitisofthouse.org).

clearly there's a huge need for the work of architects, and Combs

advises  people with  ideas for rebuilding  efforts  in  Haiti  to  "get  off the



In Cambodia, Cook+Fox Arehitects worked pro bone to design the Center for Friends Without a Border, a sustainable visitors' center for the Ahgkor
Hospital for Children in Siem Reap

drawing  board  as  soon  as  possible"  and  start  construction.   In  his

experience,  it's  valuable to  build  structures  a  couple  at  a time to  test

and  refine  them  for the future.  Part  of  his  learning  process  has  been

adjusting expectations for the speed at which a project can be done in

a  disaster-ravaged  Third  World  country.  "What  would  take  a  day  in

New York could take up to two weeks in  Haiti,"  he says.

Flick Cook, AIA, of Cook+Fox Architects is working to improve con-

ditions  in  another troubled  country,  Cambodia.  When  he  and  his  wife

At The Green lnil:iative biodiesel facility in Phhom Penh, large tanks are
used to store and convert collected waste vegetable oil into biodiesel for
disl:ributioh.  The  biofuels  project,  established  by  Cook+Fox Architects
Principal  Flick  Cook,  AIA,  and  others  in  2006,  is  changing  to  a  new
moniker: Naga Fue[s, a name that ref:erences Cambodian mythology and
is easy to pronounce for both Cambodians and English speakers

visited Phnom Penh in 2002 on a trip to bring their two sons home and

form  an adoptive family,  he was struck by how the country was filled

with  contrasts,  as  a  rising  consumer  and  car  culture  was  replacing

older traditions and technologies.

From  2006 to  2008  Cook's firm  worked  pro  bono to  design  the

Center for Friends Without a Border (a sustainable visitors'  center for

the  Angkor  Hospital  for  Children  in  Siem  Heap),  which  won  an  AIA

New York State Award  of Excellence in  2009.  Though  green  building

design  is  his  forte,   he  also  realized  that  designing   energy-efficient

buildings could only go so far -the larger issue is that energy produc-

tion itself tends to be highly inefficient.  He helped establish The Green

Initiative in 2006,  a biofuels project in Cambodia. TGl  uses waste veg-

etable oil to create 7,000 liters of biodiesel a month,  providing fuel for

Angkor Hospital and five other organizations, IThe project was a semi-

finalist in the 2010  Buckminster Fuller Challenge.)

The biofuels venture has had its share of travails,  but it has also led

to a serendipitous surprise.  A byproduct of producing the fuel turned

out to  be a high-quality,  biodegradable glycerine that  mechanics can

use instead of gasoline to degrease parts,  "That's probably the single

biggest environmental impact we could have, and it's just an accident

we  stumbled  upon,"  Cook  says.  To  architects thinking  of embarking

on a similar project, he offers these words of advice: it can be "infinitely

harder than your wildest imagination,  At the same time,  if you  perse-

vere,  new avenues open up."

Lisa  Delgado  is  a  freelance  journalist  who  has  written  for  e-Oculus,

The Architect's Newspaper, Architectural F3ecord,  BIueprint, end Wired,

among other publications,



Chronicles of Life  in the  Profession
Episode 8:  Career Path  Charting  (Part 2)
More advice on  navigation  but,  sadly,  no definitive maps

Good Practices
By Stanley Stark, FAIA
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NUTTALL SMITH ARCHITECTS

Botswana
Nuttall   Smith  Architects  are  proud  to  be  associated  with  SHoP  Architects  as  their  Botswana
Partner Architect for the  prestigious  Icon  Building  for the  Botswana  Innovation  Hub  in  Gaborone
Nuttall  Smith  Architects  have  been  practicing  continuously  in  Botswana  since  1987  with  offices
located in the capital Gaborone and in  Francistown, the principal city of the north.
Nuttall   Smith   Architects   are   registered   with   the   Botswana   Government   (PPADB)   to   provide
professional  architectural  services  for  any  size  of  project  and  over  the  years  have  successfully
completed many large government and private sector assignments.

If we can assist you with projects located in the Southern African  region please feel free to contact
us at <gaborone@nsa-arch.com> or <francistown@nsa-arch.com>

AIA New York Chapter Office
Hours Monday-Friday:
9:00am-5:00pm, Saturday-Sunday:
CLOSED

The Center for Architecture is a

hub for all  interested  in the  built

environment.  It is a place to gather,

share,  learn,  honor,  and advocate.

The Center's mission  is to:
•  Provide a center of learning for

the  public and  building  industry

professionals in order to improve
the quality of the built environment
•  Explore cutting-edge topics, techno-

logical  innovations and other issues

concerning the built environment
•  Foster an exchange and collabora-

tion among members of the design,

construction and real estate community
•  Promote an appreciation of New

York's  unique  urban fabric
•  Inspire community values and

provide fellowship opportunities
•  Promote cultural tourism of New

York City's architecture

Gallery Hours
Monday-Friday: 9:00am-8:00pm
Saturday:  11 :00am-5:00pm
Sunday:  CLOSED
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or American  architects,  "international  prac-

tice"    generally    refers    to    commissions

abroad.  But the  United  Nations  headquar-

ters  in  New  York  is  the  world's  most  prominent

instance of design carried out jointly by architects

from  many nations.

When the UN, founded in 1945, addressed the

need  for  a  headquarters,  an  international  design

competition  was  widely  anticipated.  But  perhaps

because  of the  disappointing  competition  for the

seat  of  its  precursor,  the  League  of  Nations  in

Geneva, the UN opted for an unprecedented pro-

cedure:  design  by a panel  of  10  respected  archi-

tects from as many different countries.

Early  site  searches  focused  on  locating  the

headquarters   in   a  suburban   setting,   where  a

self-contained  UN  community  could  be  estab-

lished.   The   environs   of   Philadelphia   and   San

Francisco  vied  with  those  of  New  York.  When

UN leaders rejected several locations in the New

York  area,  including  a  Flushing  Meadows  Park

The   design   of   the   iconic
United Nations headquarters
called for an  uhprecedehted
international    collaborative
effort initiated ih 1947
By John Morris Dixoh, FAIA

An early scheme for the UN complex, rendered by Hugh Ferriss

tract promoted by Bobert Moses,  it seemed cer-

tain  the  organization  would  go  elsewhere.  But some  determined  city

leaders came to the rescue.

Developer William Zeckendorf had acquired several  blocks along the

East Fiver, from 42nd Street northward, where he proposed to replace the

area's obsolescent slaughterhouses with a high-density,  mixed-use devel-

opment dubbed  "X City."  Its futuristic design,  published  in October 1946,

had  been  drawn  up  by  Wallace  K.  Harrison,  FAIA.  When  Zeckendorf's

plans stalled,  however,  Nelson  Pockefeller quickly rallied family members
and  well-connected  associates  to  buy  the  parcel  in  December  1946.

Within three days the UN accepted this site as a gift.

In  January  1947  UN  officials  appointed  Harrison  director of design

for the headquarters -a virtually inevitable choice,  given his key roles in

the  designs  of  Bockefeller Center and  X  City -and  charged  him  with

assembling   a   10-member   Board   of   Design.   For  this,   Le   Corbusier

seems  to  have  been  a  given.  He  was  to  dominate  the  group,  since

Harrison  and  most  other  appointees  subscribed  to  his  design  princi-

ples. The other board members were G.A. Soilleux of Australia, Gaston
Brunfaut   of   Belgium,   Oscar   Niemeyer  of   Brazil,   Ernest   Cormier  of

Canada,  Liang Ssu-ch'eng of China, Sven Markelius of Sweden,  Nikolai

D.  Bassov of the USSF3,  Howard  M.  Robertson of the United  Kingdom,

and   Julio  Vilamajo   of  Uruguay.   The   board's   one-from-each-country

composition  ruled  out  other  U.S.  architects,  hence  no  Wright;  and  no

Gropius or Mies, who had become U.S. citizens by then. And architects

had to  come from  UN  member nations,  which  ruled  out Aalto,  whose

country had been an Axis ally in the recent war,

The board went right to work in February 1947,  its varied proposals

over the next few months conveyed in uniformly formatted sketches by

the eminent renderer Hugh Ferriss. The headquarters design, essential-

ly as  built,  won  General  Assembly approval  in  May.  George A.  Dudley,

FAIA, who had served as secretary to the Board of Design, wrote a book

about this unique, often acrimonious, design process titled A Workshap

for Peace IThe MIT Press,  1994). The well-illustrated,  415-page volume

includes intriguing excerpts from day-by-day minutes.

The  UN  is  currently  undertaking  a Sl .9-billion  restoration  project,

directed  by Michael Adlerstein,  FAIA,  the  UN  assistant secretary gen-

eral and executive director of the UN Capital Master Plan. Because the

world  body  decided  to  restore  rather than  transform  the  building,  it

didn't   recreate   the   original   process   of   involving   global   luminaries.

Besponsibilities   for   the   Secretariat   tower   are   assigned   to   HLW

International  for  updating  interiors,  the  Syska  Hennessey  Group  for

mechanical systems, and P.A.  Heintges & Associates for replacement

of the complex's pioneering  curtain walls.  Einhorn Yaffee  Prescott will

oversee renovation  of the General Assembly building.  The product of

those few feverish  months  in  1947,  completed  in  1952,  is  being  revi-

talized for many more decades of service.

John  Morris  Dixon,  FAIA,  left the drafting  board for journalism  in  1960

and  was  editor  of  Progress;.ve Archt'fecfLzre  from  1972  to  1996,  He

wrote the  Midtown  Manhattan  portion  of the original  1967 AIA  GL;;'de

to  Ivew  york  C/.fy.   In  recent  years  he  has  written  for  Arch;'tecfLtra/

I?ecord, Arch/'tecfure, Arch/'tecf,  and other publications.



Raves & Reviews
Terror and Wonder: Architecture
ih a TLimu[1:uous Age,  by Blair
Kaminl Chicago= University Of
Chicago Press, 2010.
304 pp' $3®
Blair  Kamin's  book surveys  the  design

themes of the first decade of the 21 st

century,  bookended by the destruction

of the World Trade Center in 2001  and

the opening of Dubai's 160-story,  quar-

ter-mile-tall  Burj  Khalifa  in  2010.   From

his vantage  point  as  architectural  critic

of the Ch/'cago  Trt'bune,  Kamin  depicts

an  era  of extreme  oscillation  -  between  terror and  spectacle,  artistic

triumph   and   the   grandiose   banal,   socially-conscious   sustainable

design and self-involved  indifference,  and  boom times and  urban  dis-

asters,  both  driven  by  a  combination  of  natural  forces  and  human

nature'

It's a vibrant and confusing  picture bereft of any organizing  ideolo-

gy,  except  perhaps  for the  worship  of  and  hunger for  celebrity.  But
Kamin  has detected a few important themes which  he uses to orga-

nize his selection  of articles and  observations:
• The state of cities in the aftermath of 9/11  and  Katrina

• The residential and commercial  booms

•  The  parallel  cultural  and  campus  building  frenzy  characterized  by

competition,  celebrity,  and spectacle
•   Preservation   and   sustainability   as   emerging,   ongoing   trends   in

design,  as well as their frequently converging approaches
• The new dedication to infrastructure-related  issues

He also  misses a few:  the renewed  interest in  central  cities as an

alternative to  the  suburbs;  the  fracturing  of the  profession  into  stars

and  hacks,  and  into  specialty firms  and  all-purpose  megafirms;  and

the surge of public  interest  in  design,  unaccompanied  by any broad-

based sense of design  literacy.

Still,  Kamin writes with  insight,  sensitivity,  and  balance.  His collec-

tion  is a vivid,  memorable,  wide-angled panorama of the decade.  It is

a refresher we need  right now.

All  book  reviews  by Stanley Stark,  FAIA

@Bgea.I  E5>urBlic  Squ]aE£@s=  Am  Architect's  SeBe®EE®m,  EDy  EE©EBeffi

F. Gatje,  FAIA.  New Yor.k: W.W.  Nord®n,  20iod  224 PPB S©5

Gatje, an esteemed architect and a former partner of Marcel Breuer, has

assembled  a sumptuously  illustrated  compilation  comparing  and  ana-

lyzing  35  great  public  squares  in  Europe  and  the  U.S.  The  selections

range  from  the  well  known  (such  as  Piazza  Navona  and  Bockefeller

Center)  to  the  less  familiar  and  surprising  (Old  Town  Square  in  Telc,

Czech   Bepublic).    But   in   Gatje's

hands they all offer lessons.

Beferring to authoritative land-

mark  texts  by  Camillo  Sitte  and

Paul  Zucker,  Gatje  identifies  fea-

tures  and  principles that abet the

success  (no  thru  traffic)  or  result

in the indifferent performance (too

great a ratio of width to height) of
these  spaces.  Many  of  the  well-

Ih Print +

selected photographs and all of the scaled analytic plans are by Gatje,

and they demonstrate the value of the architect's eye.

Even  in our digital age,  public spaces endure as vital  elements of

successful  urban  environments.  Gatjes's  delicious  book  helps  to  illu-

minate the reasons why.

FThe Pan Am  Buiidiing and the
Shattering of the Modernist
Bream, by Meredith LE Clauseh.
FThe lvIIT Press,  20®©.
£1J®F  B9PE  $22.95

Meredith   L,   Clausen's  book,   originally

published  in  2004,  describes the long,
involved,   and  disheartening   history  of

how the  Pan  Am  Building  atop  Grand

Central  Terminal  came  about  between

1958  and  1963.  In  the  process  of the

project's  realization,  the  value  of  modern  architecture,  the  fidelity  of
Modernism's master architects,  and the effectiveness of the cify's plan-

ning  regulatory mechanisms were all  cast into doubt.  It is  not a happy

story,  but it is highly relevant to how we practice now.

The  Pan  Am  project  generated  squalls  of  controversy  about  its

design, size,  bulk, and impact on the congested Grand Central district.

Discord also focused on the conflicted roles played by its lead design-

ers  (\/\/alter  Gropius,  Pietro  Belluschi,  and  Bichard  Both).  The  project

became emblematic of a crisis within  modern American  architecture,

and  a  harbinger of  new forces  that were  reshaping  the  relationships

among design, finance,  and government,

The  banal,  overbearing  building  that  resulted  from  this turmoil  never

created the urban chaos its opponents predicted,  But it signaled that the

rules  governing  large-scale  public  design  had  changed.  The  voices  of

finance and the development community became dominant, and the role

of design  less potent.  Developers reverted to forced marriages of conve-

nience between  design  architects and  executive arohitects to fulfill  public

expectations while pursuing their own business objectives.

The  Pan Am  experience is a pointed  reminder of how the design

process and project life are often conflicted,



REannahatta= A Natural
History of New York City, by
Erie Sanderson; illustrated
by Markley Boyer. New
York: Abrams, 2009.
352  n9E©.  $4©

Sanderson's ecological history of

New  York,  wonderfully  enriched

by   Boyer's   visualizations,   com-

bines  the  findings  of  a  lo-year

research  project,  a  narrative  his-

tory  of  the  city's  physical  devel-

opment,  and  a  hopeful  forecast

of the city's physical future.

Mar7r7aha#a  recreates  the  city  and  its  ecosystem  prior  to  Henry

Hudson's arrival in  1609, and charts the impact of the human footprint

since  then.  New  York's  ecological  structure  and  the  evolution  of  its

physical  form  have  been  closely  intertwined.  While  human  influence
has been enormous, the diversity of nature has not been diminished.

This  is  a  rare  and  magical  book that  eludes  easy categorization.

But  it  bridges  many disciplines  (ecology,  geology,  history,  economics,

and construction) and  many eons as well.

Noted But Not Reviewed

Architecture Under-
Cohstruction, by Stanley
Greehberg; foreword by Joseph
Rosa. Chicago= University Of
Chicago Press, 2010.
Ego pp. $45
These  revealing,  spare,  and  elegant

but    gritty    black-and-white    pho-

tographs   of   buildings   under   con-

struction       represent      the      idyllic

progress photos architects fantasize about.

Gaiiclen Guid]e:  E\Iew York City (Revised  Ed]itioii),  by i\lancy
Berner and  Susan  L®wny[  New V©Bgk=  Wp  Thjl7B  RI®rdom,  2®ffl ©B

424 pp. $22.95
A guide to  loo public gardens in the five boroughs,  updated from the

2002 edition.

EL.A.  Under  i[Ei]e  Hnfnu@p:i]@@=  FE-ie

Hidden Logic of Urban Property,
by Ftoger Shermah; foreword by
R.E. Somol.  Minneapolis=

University of Minnesota Press,
2010. 240 pp. $34.95
The use of game theory to understand

how   competing   public   and   private

interests shape the urban landscape.

Click Here=  Citiscope.org

Citiscope.org   launched  with  the  World   Urban   Campaign  and   UN-

HABITAT at the 2010 World  Urban  Forum in  Bio de Janeiro. The web-

site aims "to cover the area of cities' cutting-edge efforts -all-too-often

neglected in today's normal newspaper, broadcast, Internet news cov-

erage,"  according to  Editor-in-Chief Neal  Peirce,  Articles feature inno-

vative approaches to improving cities,  unusual processes and partner-

ships,  and  people who are leading the initiatives.

NO Excuses slum upgrading     Surprise climate Leader

Still  in  a beta phase at the time of this  report,  the website  brings

together   international   thought   leaders   to   discuss   urban   planning.

Beporters contribute stories on local breakthroughs that may serve as

models  for  other  cities,   Comments,   related   links,   and   an   "Expert

Viewpoints" column accompany every article,

The   layout   opens   each   issue   to   discussion.    In   ``Singapore's

Transportation Secrets," for example,  Christopher Tan,  a senior corre-

spondent with  The Stra/'ts 77mes newspaper in Singapore,  posits that

the  reason  the  city  has  little  congestion  despite  its  11   million  com-

muters is due to early planning and "massive investment across many

modes  of transport."  ln  response,  Thomas  Downs,  chairman  of the

North   American   Board   of   Veolia   Transportation   and   former   NJ

Commissioner  of  Transportation,  comments,  "Perhaps  we  can  use

Singapore's experience to spur us on to overcome the  political  stag-

nation that has kept us from solving these problems. . ."

As Citiscope grows, the website will be key to keeping a finger on

the pulse of new developments  in  cities globally.

By Jessica Sheridan,  Assoc.  AIA,  LEED AP
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Vve arie Rui
And if you think of Brick, for instance, and you say to Brick,
``What do you want Brick?" And Brick says to you ``1 like an

Arch."  Louis  Kahn

``Ahd  you,"  the  great  Khan  asked  Polo,  "you  return  from

lands equally distant and you can tell me only the thoughts
that come to a man who sits oh his doorstep at evening to
enjoy the cool air. What is the use, then, of all your travel-
ing?"  ltalo  Calvino,  /nvt.s7.O/e  C7tt'es,  1972

We are building / Bridges of compromise / We are building
/  Whispers  ol:  acceptance  /  We  are  building  /  Stacks  of
analyses / Bet\Areen our worldsE..
Ana  Popovic,  from  "Between  our Worlds"  in SZ-t'// Mak/'r7g H/'srory,  2010

lA  New  York  is  building  strategic  alliances  with  colleagues  in

other   countries,   including   Brazil,   Bussia,   India,   China   and

Korea,  known at AIA National as  BBICK.

BFtAZEEL

ln  spring  2010,  AIANY was  represented  at the World  Urban  Forum  in

Bio  de  Janeiro  by  Margaret  O'Donoghue  Castillo,  AIA  (2011   Chapter

President),  Lance Jay Brown,  FAIA,  James  Mccullar,  FAIA,  and  Urs  P.

Gauchat,  Hon, AIA. Castillo presented PlaNYC2030, the environmental

plan of New York City, at a conference that included architects, city plan-
ners, and urban designers worldwide, accompanied by elected officials

and  heads  of  government  planning  agencies.  The  presentation  rein-

forced anticipation about the 2011  exchange of New Practices with Sao

Paolo,      featuring      seven      NYC      design      firms:      Archipelagos,

EASTON+COMBS,  LEONG LEONG,  MANIFOLD, SOFTlab, SO-lL, and

Tacklebox.  An  equivalent  group  of young  Brarilian  architects  will  have

their work displayed at the AIANY Chapter's Center for Architecture,

ERulesHA
"Made  in   New  York:  The  Architecture  of  Social  Besponsibility"  was

AIANY's  exhibition  at  the  Zodchestvo  2010  Architectural   Festival  in

Moscow.  Organized  in  collaboration  with  the  Union  of  Architects  of

Bussia, the show reprised "MADE IN NEW YOBK," the West 4th Street

subway station exhibit of members' work.  It brought 30 of the 200 pro-

jects  to  Manezh,  the  State  Exhibition  Hall  a  block from  Bed  Square.
More  than  50,000  conference  attendees  saw  NY-designed  schools,

libraries,  recreation  centers,  parks,  and  plazas,  With  assistance  from

Zodchestvo  Festival  Director  Yuri  Awakumov,   Festival  Curator  Egor

Solopov,  and  architects  Anya  Bokov  and  Vladimir  Belogolovsky,  the

Moscow exhibition was a corollary to Architecture Week in  New York,

HNDIA
"Jugaad  Urbanism:  Besourceful Strategies for Indian  Cities" will  open

at the Center for Architecture jn February 2011, The Hindi term/'ugaad

is used to describe innovative, resourceful approaches that often chal-

lenge traditional spatial  hierarchies and predetermined  planning  princi-

cling
ples.    The    show    will    highlight

small-scale     interventions     that

make  urban   design  community-

based,      and      solutions      that

respond to  limited  resources with

common sense and great design.

Developed in conjunction with the

India-China  Institute  of  The  New

School,   the   lndo-American   Arts

Last Words
Rick Bell, FAIA
Executive Director
AIA New York Chapter

Bell ih Red Square
Council,  and  the  Society of lndo-

American Engineers and Architects, the exhibition will present symposia,

workshops,  and films that portray numerous sites and solutions illustrat-

ing what the U.S,  can  learn from the Subcontinent.

©HIINA

The expectations of ongoing cultural exchange developed in Bio extend-

ed to Shanghai,  where  Karen  H.  Lee,  MD,  MHSc,  presented the Act/'ve

Dest'gr7  Gutde/ines,   developed  by  the  NYC  Departments  of  Health  &

Mental  Hygiene  and  Design  +  Construction,  in  concert with  AIANY.  Dr.

Lee wrote that "in some regards,  cities across China had already imple-

mented the precepts we had published about the relation of public health

and design, and the importance of active living facilitated by design deci-

sions  including  bike  lanes,   generous  provision  of  parkland,   and  well-

designed  and  inviting  buildings."  Previously,  AIANY  commissioned  pho-

tographer lwan  Baan to document new work for our exhibition  "Building

China," a show that accompanied the Danish Architecture Center's prize-

winning  presentation  addressing  rapid  urbanization  and  environmental

challenges  in  China.

KOREA
In October 2008, the AIANY Design Awards represented New York City in

a 10-metropolis exhibition held as part of the Seoul Design Olympiad at the

Olympic Stadium along the Han Fiver. Organized under the aegis of Seoul

Mayor Oh  Se-hoon,  the  related  conference  brought together architects,

planners, and industrial designers from around the world. AIANY's presen-
tation of award-winning New York architecture stood beside fashion design

from Paris and olympic concept design from Beijing, representing the best

of what was happening in the design world,  During the keynote address-

es,  New York  architects,  including  Daniel  Libeskind,  AIA,  presented  pro-

jects being constructed all over the world that spoke to the importance of
architecture and the power of design.

Common to these interventions is the realization that, despite alphabet

differences  and  travel  distances,  the  design  world  is  unified.  Technology

today  changes  Babel  to  Babylon,  with  green  walls  in  Seoul  being  inter-

changeable with  green  roofs  in  SoHo,  Not  nomads  but green  globalists,

architects today create communities that redefine the future.  In the words

of theologian  Pierre Teilhard de Chardin,  "The Age of Nations is past, The

task before us now,  if we would not perish,  is to build the Earth."
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